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edited by R. P. Symonds 

Introduction 

The aim of this Bibliography is to record all recent 
publications which may contribute to the study of Roman 
pottery in Britain. Because the entries are compiled by a 
group of contributors who are spread throughout the 
country (most are full- or part-time Roman pottery 
researchers), and because there are so many potential 
entries, it was never envisaged that the whole of the 
country could be encompassed in a single volume. 
Although this second volume is almost twice as large as 
the first, there are still five counties which must wait to 
be represented in the next volume: these are Hampshire, 
Hereford & Worcestershire, Humberside, Suffolk and 
Yorkshire. Two counties, Berkshire and Hertfordshire, 
are represented in this volume only by a few major works 
which were felt (by the editor) to be necessary inclusions 
here; for the latter county the normal contributor will 
return in future. 

This volume sees the first appearance of contributions 
on Scotland, North Wales, the Channel Islands and 
foreign publications. The last of these is bound to contain 
a proportion of entries which may not appear to con
tribute directly to Roman pottery studies in Britain, but 
it is hoped that all will be at least of some general 
interest. Plans are in hand three further new categories 
to be added in the next volume: these are 'Scientific 
analysis' (of Roman pottery), 'Theses' (including Roman 
pottery), and 'Lamps, counters, figurines and other pot
tery objects', to be contributed by R P Symonds (and 
others), Steven Willis and Nina Crummy, respectively. 
Advance notice of these features is presented here in the 
hope that readers may be able to help with their compila
tion: we will be most grateful if any reader is able to 
pass on potential entries which might otherwise be missed 
- information on the first and last (RPS & NC) of these 
features should be sent c/o Colchester Archaeological 
Trust, Camulodunum, 12 Lexden Road, Colchester, Essex 
C03 3NF, and for the second feature (MM) to Depart
ment of Archaeology, University of Durham, 46 Saddler 
Street, Durham DHl 3NU. . 

Writers and/or publishers of Roman pottery-related 
articles or books are also encouraged to help with the 
compilation of the Bibliography: if they wish to ensure 
that their works are included, they have only to ensure 
that the relevant contributors receive copies. A current 
list of addresses appears below. 

It will be noted that for some counties the entries 
come from well before 1981, which was originally to 
have been the first year covered. This is a trend which 
will continue to be encouraged, in the hope that with 
each new volume the accumulated bibliography will 
become increasingly comprehensive. It is planned that 
after the publication of five or so volumes (in 1990, or 
thereabouts) the Study Group will be able to publish a 
compilation which will contain the preceding volumes 
of the Bibliography, perhaps joined together with a new 
edition of the 'Dictionary of Roman Pottery Terms' 
(JRPS Vol 1), and an index to the preceding volumes of 
JRPS. 

Feedback from the readership is also much to be 
encouraged. There is no reason why omissions from 
earlier volumes cannot be included in later ones, bearing 
in mind that all useful contributions will help make the 
accumulated 1990 volume more comprehensive. Addenda 
to previous volumes will be included each year (see 
below), as well as being incorporated into the accumu
lated volume. If comments on contributions are felt by 
readers to be inaccurate or misleading, alternative views 
may be sent to the editor for inclusion either as addenda 
and/or in the accumulated volume: for example, there is 
an added comment following that of the contributor for 
entry no. 234. Occasionally it may be worthwhile to 
include an entry for a second time, as happens in this 
volume with no. 158, which re-appears between nos. 220 
and 221, owing to its particular relevance to Essex. 

The format of the Bibliography remains as detailed in 
the Volume 1, save that rather than reproducing the 
contributors' recording sheet, there is instead a list of 
abbreviations used in the Bibliography in alphabetical 
order at the beginning, with the wares/types greatly 
expanded from last year. Again the index at the end, but 
this is now ordered in what is hoped will be a useful 
sequence of wares/types, rather than strictly in alphabet
ical order: if readers find this difficult to use, we will 
revert to the previous system. 

Finally, the views expressed in the comments in the 
Bibliography are those of the contributors, not of the 
Study Group for Roman Pottery. 

Volume I, errata: Nos. 23, 58, 73 & 118 should have 
included 'mea' in their ware/type lists. 
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List of contributors for 1988: 

Note: The purpose in publishing names and addresses 
is so readers may alert contributors to possible omissions. 
Comments and corrections regarding this or the previous 
Bibliography should be sent to R. P. Symonds so that 
they may be incorporated in the succeeding volume 

Paul Bidwell 
82 Benwell Dene Terrace, West Benwell, Newcastle
upon-Tyne NE15 6LY 
Cornwall, Cumbria, Devon, Dorset, Northumberland, 
Somerset, Tyne & Wear 

Paul Booth 
Warwick Museum, St. John's House, Market Place, 
Warwick CV34 4SA 
Warwickshire 

Peter Carrington 
Excavations Section, Grosvenor Museum, 27 Grosvenor 
Street, Chester CHI 2DD 
Cheshire, Shropshire, Staffordshire, North Wales 

Nina Crummy 
Colchester Archaeological Trust, 12 Lexden Road, 
Colchester C03 3NF 
Lamps, counters, figurines and other objects 

Margaret J. Darling 
3 Club Yard, Blacksmiths Lane, Harmston, Lincoln LN5 
9SW 
Lincoln, Norfolk, Suffolk 

John Dore 
Dept of Archaeology, The University, Newcastle-upon
Tyne NEl 7RU 
Durham 

Sarah Green 
30 Hurst Street, Oxford OXl IHB 
Avon, Berkshire, Hereford & Worcestershire, 
Oxfordshire, Wiltshire 

Louise Hird 
239 Warwick Road, Carlisle CAl lU 
Lancashire 

Janet Keeley 
9 Croft Close, Spondon, Derby DE2 7EF 
Gloucestershire 

Malcolm Lyne 
98 Clun Road, Littlehampton, W. Sussex 
Hampshire, Kent, London & Middlesex, Surrey, Sussex 

Pauline Marney 
41 Cambridge Street, Wolverton, Milton Keynes, Bucks 
MK125AE 
Bedfordshire, Buckinghamshire 

Jason Monaghan 
La Sousique, Sables d'Or, Grandes Rocques, Catel, 
Guernsey 
Channel Islands 

J R Perrin 
7 Bathurst, Orton Goldhay, Peterborough PE2 OQH 
Cambridgeshire, Hertfordshire, Northamptonshire 

R J Pollard 
Leics. Arch. Unit, 116 Humberstone Drive, Leicester LE5 
ORD 
Derbyshire, Leicestershire, Nottinghamshire 

Sally Stow 
132A Oxford Road, Littlemore, Oxford OX4 4QP 
Humberside, Yorkshire 

RP Symonds 
Colchester Arch. Trust, 12 Lexden Road, Colchester C03 
3NF 
Books& National Journals, Foreign Publications 

Catriona Turner 
12 South Bailey, Durham DHl 3EE 

Colin Wallace 
Archaeology Section, Planning Dept, Essex County 
Council, Globe House, New Street, Chelmsford CMl 
lLF 
Essex, Scotland 

Peter Webster 
8 Cefn Coed Avenue, Cyncoed, Cardiff CF2 6HE 
South Wales 

Steven Willis 
Dept of Archaeology, 46 Saddler Street, Durham DHl 
3NG 
Theses 
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Avon 
Sarah Green 

166 Boore, E J, 'Excavations at Peter St., Bristol, 1975-76', Bristol 
& Avon Arch. Vol 1, 1982, (7-11), 8. 
exc/rrs/mid 1st-mid 4th 
Residual Roman pottery only. 

167 Cope1and, T, 'Fieldwork at Hills Flats on the River Severn 

Cheshire (except Chester) 
Peter Carrington 

175 Anon, 'Frodsharn (c SJ 5177)" in 'Stray finds: Roman', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. Voll, 1973, (5-6),6. 
cst? funk/date? fusf 
tsg 

astride the Avon-Glos. county boundary', Bristol Arch. Research 176 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester, Acc. no. 43.R. 1969 
Anon, 'Northwich (c SJ 6573)" in 'Stray finds: Roman', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol I, 1973, (5-6),6. Group No 2, 1981,47-57. 

flw/unk/definitely 1 st-2nd, possibly also 3rd-4th 
cts/bbl 

168 Everton, A & R, 'Romano-British Occupation at Crook's Marsh 
Farm, Avonmouth', Bristol Arch. Research Group N02, 1981, 

cst? /mil? ,set?/125-35/usf 
cts 
'Dr 37 by AUSTRVS of Lezoux' 

57-58. 177 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester, Acc. no. 5.R. 1971 
Curzon, J B, 'The kiln structure', in Jones, G D B, 'Excavations 
at Northwich (CoMate)' , Archaeological Journal Vol 128, 1972, slr/---/mid 2nd; late 4th-early 5th 

tsg/bbl/shg/oxr 
169 Green, L S & Young, C J, 'The Roman Pottery', in Cunliffe, B 

& Davenport, P, The Temple of Su/is Minerva at Bath, Volume 
I, The Site, Oxford University Committee for Archaeology 

(31-77),48-50. 
slrlklnlearly 2nd 
See also Swan, V, The Pollery Kilns of Roman Britain, 1984, 
62,87 & 105. 

Monographs No 7, 1985, 143-160. 178 Davey, E K D, 'Little Neston (SJ 303773)', in 'Stray finds: 
exc/re1/mid 3rd-early 5th/typ 
amp/tsg/bbl/grc/grf!lc1!lcg!nvc/nfr/nfc/oxm/oxr/rhn/rgh/svr/svv/ 
shg!nfm 
Useful, as there is very little residual material. 
Location: Bath Museum Service (Stephen Bird)/ Oxfordshire 
Arch. Unit (L S Green) 

Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo12, 1974,36. 
csf/unk!late 1st-early 2nd? /usf 
gry 
Date based on P Carrington's assessment of published drawings 
(parallels from Chester). 
Location: unknown 

170 Green, M & Solley, T W J, 'Romano-British pottery from 179 
Salmon Lodge, Oldbury on Severn', Bristol Arch. Research 

Hanson, W S, 'The kiln group', in Jones, G D B, 'Excavations 
at Northwich (CoMate)' , Archaeological Journal Vol128, 1972, 
(31-77),50-53. Group No 1, 1980,30-34. 

flw/---/1st-4th 
bbl/glz 
Preliminary work only. 

171 Parker, A J, 'A Roman Settlement at Lawrence Weston', Bristol 
& Avon Arch. Vol 3, 1984,27-35. 
exc/frm/1st-4th 
ts g/blg/bb l/oxr/svv 
A preliminary report. 
Location: Bristol City Museum, acc. no. 32/1982 

172 Ward, A T, 'The pottery', in Blockley, K, Marshfield: 
Ironmongers Piece Excavations 1982-3, (An Iron Age and 
Romano-British Settlement in the South Cotswolds), B.AR. 
British Series 141, 1985,267-329. 
exc/set 
amp/sts/cts 
Location: Bristol City Museum 

173 Williams, R G J, 'Romano-British Settlement at Filwood Park, 
Bristol', Bristol & Avon Arch. Vol 2, 1983, 12-20. 
sIr/set/mid 2nd-c 380 
sts/cts (pottery report on selected pieces of samian only) 
Location: Bristol City Museum, acc. no. 49/1982 

Berkshire 
RP Syrrwnds (see introduction) 

174 Fulford, M G (with contributions by J Bird, G Dannell, D P S 
Peacock & J Timby), 'The Roman Pottery', in Silchester 
Defences 1974-80, Gloucester, 1984, 122-195. 
exc/mjc,wlt/pre-Flavian-4th/ggp 
amp/arr/sts/cts/mvs/alhIbb l/occ/grg/grollnd/mca/nvc/nvc/nfc/ 
ngp/oxm/orc!osd/ppr/pph/rhn/rgh/tng/trb/sft/ofg/kww 
A substantial and very detailed report on a wide range of pottery. 
Broken into five main chronological groups, each of which is 
further subdivided according to individual sites. This approach 
deprives the report of a type series, and the evolution of 
particular types is therefore difficult to follow, but it does give 
a clear impression of the range of material present at any given 
period. 

slr/klnlearly 2nd/typ 
nwx/nwm 
Possibly succeeded an industry supplying the fort within the 
remains of which the present kiln were found. Many forms 
paralleled at Holt, but also significant differences. 
Location: unknown 

180 Hartley, K F, 'The stamped mortaria', in Jones, G D B, 
'Excavations at Northwich (Condate)', Archaeological Journal 
Vol128, 1972, (31-77),74-75. 
slr/mil?,set?!late 1st-mid 2nd/usf 
mhm/mro/vrm/wpm? 
Some finds possibly civilian. 
Location: unknown 

181 Hartley, K F, 'Painted fine wares made in the Raetian workshops 
near Wilderspool, Cheshire', in Anderson, A C & A S, eds., 
Roman Pottery Research in Britain and North-West Europe, 
B.AR. International Series, 123 ii, Oxford, 1981,471-479. 
synlptp/llO-160/typ 
wpc 
See also entry no. 82 for other Wilderspool products. 
Location: Warrington Museum 

182 Hartley, K F & Webster, P V, 'Romano-British Pottery Kilns 
near Wilderspool', Archaeological Journal Vol 130, 1973, 77-
104. 
exc/kln!c 100-165/typ 
rgh/wpx/wpm 
See also entry nos. 181 and 164 (Swan, 1984, 104-105). 
Location: Warrington Museum 

183 Hough, P R, 'Prehistoric & Roman Finds', in 'Beeston Castle 
(SI 515549)" Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 8, 1982, (22-30), 28. 
exc/set/early 2nd-3rd/usf 
tsg/bbl/hmd 
Preliminary note. Final report by P Carrington now in prepara
tion. 
Location: Site museum 

184 Leigh, A & Davey, P J, 'Kelsall (SI 52586859)" in 'Stray finds: 
Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo15, 1977,51. 
flw/unk/mid 2nd-4th/usf 
nvc 
Location: Warring ton Museum 
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185 Uoyd-Morgan, G, 'Alvanley (SJ 502749), in 'Stray finds: 

186 

187 

188 

189 

190 

191 

192 

193 

194 

195 

Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol7, 1980!1, (61-67),61. 
csf!unkllate 1 st -mid 2nd!usf 
osd? 
Location: returned to finder 196 
Robinson, D J, 'Winsford (SJ 64186500)" in 'Stray finds: 
Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 8, 1982, (76-80), 80. 
csf!unk!date? lusf 
gry 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Robinson, D J & Uoyd-Morgan, G, 'Barrow (SJ 47236746)" 
in 'Stray finds: Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 7, 1980!1, 
(61-67),61. 
csf/unk!date? lusf 
tsglbbl 197 
Location: returned to finder 
Rutter, J A, 'Tattenhall (SJ 487586): Church of St. Alban', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 8, 1982, (56-63), 58-60. 
slr!unk!2nd-4th!usf 
mhm!nvc!svv? 
Location: returned to finder 
Webster, P V, 'Coarse pottery from the 1968-70 excavations', 
in Jones, G D B, 'Excavations at Northwich (Condate)', 
Archaeological Journal Vol 128, 1972, (31-77), 66-73. 198 
exc,slr!mil,setllate Ist-mid,late 2nd!ggp 
amplbbl!gry!osd!svv!vrr?!wht!nwx? 
Structural sequence not fully clarified by these excavations. 
Subsequent excavations, when published, may modify thoughts 
on this and thus the dating of the groups. Some finds (esp. from 
salvage recording) possibly civilian. 
Location: unknown 199 
Wild, F, 'The samian ware', in Jones, G D B, 'Excavations at 
Northwich (Condate)', Archaeological Journal Vol 128, 1972, 
(31-77),53-66. 
exc!mil,set/80-150!ggp 
sts!cts!mvs 
Includes probable single consignment of Domitianic-Trajanic 
Dr 37 bowls. Some finds possibly civilian. 
Williams, S R, 'Nantwich (SJ 64805224): St. Anne's Lane: a 
Roman cremation burial', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 10, 1984!5, 
69. 200 
bbl!csf!cem!cremation apparently post AD 120 
Details of cinerary urn itself not indicated. 
Location: unknown 

Cheshire: Chester 
Peter Carrington 
Anon, 'Chester (SJ 410663)" in 'Stray finds: Roman', Cheshire 
Arch. Bull. Vol I, 1973, (5-6), 5. 201 
sir? !mjc!date? !usf 
tsg!osd 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester, Acc. no. 2.R.1973 
Anon, 'Chester (SJ 440666): Vicar's Cross', in 'Stray finds: 
Roman', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 1, 1973, (5-6), 5. 
csf!mjc!no date!usf 202 
amp 
Dressel 20, stamped SALS 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester, Acc. no. 1.R.1972 
Bulrner, M, 'The samian ware', in Ward, T, 'Chester (SJ 
415665): Boughton Road Widening Scheme 1978', Cheshire 
Arch. Bull. Vo17, 1980/1,37. 
slr!mjc!80-11O!usf 
sts 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 203 
Bulrner, M (a) & Carrington, P (b), 'The samian (a) & the 
Roman Coarse Pottery (b)', in Carrington, P & Ward, S, 'Chester 
(SJ 406658): Bridgegate House, 5 Bridge Place, Lower Bridge 

Street', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo15, 1977, (19-27),20-27. 
wbf!mjc!100-11O!ggp 
amp!sts!gry !mro!osd!hoxlhom!hmd 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Bulrner, M, & Carrington, P, 'Finds reports: pottery', in Mason, 
D, Excavations at Chester: 11-15 Castle and neighbouring sites 
1974-8, 1980,31-79 passim, & 87-89. 
exc,wbf!mjc!80-350!ggp 
amp!sts!cts!etslbbl!ccc!occ!grc!grf!mhm!nvc!ngm!mro!oxm!orc! 
owc?/osd!pff!rhn!rghlsvv!tng/nri!vrr!vrm!wht!hox!hom/hmd!wpx 
One of the few sites to have produced good groups of c 200 
onwards in Chester. Provides the data for the synthesis in Ward 
& Carrington 198I. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Carrington, P, 'The pottery', in Robinson, D J, 'Chester (SJ 
422657): Batchelor's Lane, Great Boughton', Cheshire Arch. 
Bull. Vo14, 1976, (22-25),23-25. 
slr!cem/Flavian-Trajanic!ggp,usf 
gry!osd!vrr 
Probably (not certainly) from a cremation group - one of many 
found E. of the fortress. Discussion of Verulamium district 
flagon - the first recognised at Chester. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Carrington, P, 'Roman Pottery', in Ward, T E, 'Chester (SJ 
408660): YMCA (Old Bishop's Palace)', Cheshire Arch. Bull. 
Vol 5, 1977, (33-35),34. 
slr!mjc!c 140-270!280!usf 
tsglbbl!mhm!nvc!rhn!svv 
Summary only: not yet published in detail. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Carrington, P, 'Severn Valley ware and its place in the Roman 
pottery supply at Chester: A preliminary assessment', in Dore, 
J & Greene, KT, Roman Pottery Studies in Britain and Beyond, 
B.AR. International Series 30, Oxford, 1977, 147-162. 
syn!mil,mjc!lst-4thltyp 
svv 
Subsequent study of excavated groups has expanded the range 
of types, but not yet refined the analysis of distribution 
mechanisms or dating. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Carrington, P, 'Some second century mortaria from Chester', in 
Anderson, A C & A S, eds., Roman Pottery Research in Britain 
and North-West Europe, B.AR. International Series 123, ii, 
Oxford, 1981,465-470. 
syn!mil,mjc/130-190 (v. provisional)!typ 
mro 
Study of two mortarium fabrics probably made locally, in forms 
with 'Raetian' characteristics. Other forms in these fabrics have 
subsequently been recognised, but not yet published. 
Carrington, P, 'The Pottery', in Ward, S, 'Chester (SJ 422661): 
Stocks Lane, Great Boughton', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo18, 1982, 
(43-45), 44. 
csf!cemllate 1st-early 2nd!ggp 
gry!osd? 
Location: returned to finder 
Carrington, P (a) & Ward, M (b), 'Roman Pottery - Coarse 
Ware (a) & Samian Ware (b)" in Ward, S, 'Chester (SJ 406658): 
Bridgegate House, 5 Bridge Place, Lower Bridge Street', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. 10, 1984!5, (35-38), 37-38. 
wbf!mjcllate 1st-mid 2nd!usf 
amp!sts!cts!mvslblg!gry!ngm!svv!hox 
Coarse pottery report a summary only: finds generally similar 
to those from the same site in 1976. 
Location: returned to site owner 
Hartley, B R, 'The early Roman military occupation of Lincoln 
and Chester', in Anderson, A C & A S, eds., Roman Pottery 
Research in Britain and North-West Europe, B.A.R. International 
Series 123, i, Oxford, 1981,239-248. 
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204 

205 

206 

207 

208 

209 

210 

211 

212 
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syn/mil/Neronian-Flavian 
sts 
Pace Hartley et al there remains a lack of satisfactory structural 
evidence (or groups of pottery) for occupation at Chester 213 
pre-dating the legionary fortress, conventionally founded c AD 
79. 
Location: The Chester material is all located in the Grosvenor 
Museum 
Robinson, DJ, 'Chester (SJ 41906567)" in 'Stray finds: Roman', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo17, 1980/1, (61-67), 63. 214 
csflmjc/no date/usf 
amp 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester, Ace. no. 2.R.1981 
Robinson, DJ, 'Chester (SJ 42716615)" in 'Stray finds: Roman', 
Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 10, 1984/5, (90-95), 9l. 
csf/cemllate 1 st-early 2nd/ggp 
osd 215 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Rutter, J A, 'Roman Pottery', in 'Chester (SJ 404665): 76-88 
Northgate Street', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vol 5, 1977, (29-33), 3l. 
exc/millno date 
tsg 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Ward, M, 'Terra Nigra-type wares from Chester', in Anderson, 
A C & A S, eds., Roman Pottery Research in Britain and 216 
North-West Europe, BAR. International Series 123, i, Oxford, 
1981,51-68. 
syn/mil,mjc/late 1st-early 2nd?/typ 
tng/nri 
Corpus of material excavated 1973-1980. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 217 
Ward, M & Carrington, P, 'A quantitative study of the pottery 
from a Roman extra-mural building at Chester', in Anderson, A 
C & A S, eds., Roman Pottery Research in Britain and 
North-West Europe, BAR. International Series 123, i, Oxford, 
1981,25-38. 
syn/mjc/80-350/seq 
sts/cts/etslbb l/ccc/grc/grf/mhrnlnvc/ngm/mro/ oxm/orc/owc? /osd/ 218 
pff/rhn/rgh/tng/nri/vrr/vrm/whtlhoxlhomlhmd/wpx 
A study of a selection of the pottery published in Mason 1980. 
Location: Grosvenor Museum, Chester 
Ward, S, Carrington, P & Morris, M G, 'Handbridge, Chester 
(SJ 651408)" Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo17, 1980/1,46. 
slr/cem/early 2nd/usf 
?hox 219 
Location: returned to finder 

Cumbria 
Paul Bidwell 
Allason-Jones, L, Bennett, J & Welsby, D, 'The Finds from 
Milecastle 54, Randylands', Arch. Aeliana Series 5, Vol 12, 
1984,228-235. 
exc/millc 122-4th 
bbl/dalleyk/gry/nvc/oxm/rgh 
Hitherto unpublished pottery from excavations of 1933. 220 
Location: Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne & Tullie 
House Museum, Carlisle 
Bellhouse, R L, 'Roman Sites on the Cumberland Coast: the 
New Tower at Rise How', Trans. Cumberland & Westmoreland 
Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 84, 1984, (41-59),45-47. 
exc/mi1!2nd 
amp/ctslbbl/gry/rst!svv 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Bellhouse, R L, & Richardson, G G S, 'The Trajanic Fort at 
Kilbride: the Termination of the Stanegate Frontier', Trans. 
Cumberland & Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc . Vol 82, 1982, 
(35-50), 42-44. 

exc/millearly 2nd/ggp 
stslbb l/gry /mro/rgh 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Bulton, J & Caruana, I, 'Samian Pottery from Milecastlhe 64', 
Trans. Cumberland & Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 
84, 1984, 260. 
exc/mill 
cts 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Dickinson, B & Taylor, J, 'The pottery', in Dacre, J, 'An 
Excavation in the Roman Fort at Stanwix, Carlisle', Trans. 
Cumberland & Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 85, 1985, 
(19-69), 64(MF 47-51) & 64-66(MF 52-67). 
exc/millmostly 2nd 
amp/sts/ctslbb l/gry /mro 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Edwards, B J N, 'The pottery', in Shotter, DCA, 'A Roman 
Hoard from Cliburn, Penrith', Trans. Cumberland & 
Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 86, 1986, (250-255),255. 
csf/unk/early 4th/usf 
eyk 
An East Yorkshire countersunk-lug jar (Gillam types 40/41) 
containing a hoard of 62 Tetrarchic FolIes dating 294 -310/313. 
Location: Tullie House Museum. Carlisle 
Gillam, JP, Hartley, B R & Alvey, R, 'The pottery', in Poulter, 
A, 'Old Penrith: Excavations, 1977 & 1979', Trans . Cumberland 
& Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 82, 1982, (51-65), 60. 
exc/mil!late 1st-4th 
sts/ctslbb l/eyk/nvc/mro 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Taylor, J, 'The pottery', in Members of the Carlisle Regional 
Group, 'Fieldwalking in the Solway Plain', Trans. Cumberland 
& Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 85, 1985, (250-262), 
255-260 passim. 
flw/rrs!2nd-4th 
amplbb l/gry/mhm/mro 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Welsby, D A, 'The Pottery from the Two Turrets at Garthside 
on Hadrian's Wall', Trans. Cumberland & Westmoreland Antiq. 
& Arch. Soc. Vol 85, 1985,71-76. 
exc/mi1!2nd/seq 
amp/tsglbbl/gry/mro/svv 
Pottery from Turret 54a and its replacement. 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 
Welsby, D A, 'The pottery', in Bewley, R H, 'Survey and 
Excavation in the Solway Plain, Cumbria, 1982-4', Trans. 
Cumberland & Westmoreland Antiq. & Arch. Soc. Vol 86, 1986, 
(19-40), 39-40. 
exc/---/not closely dated 
amp/tsglbbl/gry/mro 
Location: Tullie House Museum, Carlisle 

Essex 
Catriona Turner & (*)R P Symonds 
Birss, R, 'The potters behind the potsherds', Essex Arch. News 
Vol 78, 1982 (Spring), 4-5 & cover illustration. 
oth/kln,ptp,rrs/3rd/usf 
leg 
This short note draws attention to a distinctive type of diamond
shaped rouletting found on a range of 3rd century forms (seven 
are listed) from three of the six kilns which produced grey wares 
at Mucking. This rouletting is virtually unknown outside Essex 
and is assumed to be original to Mucking. It is suggested that 
this stylistic originality may be the only type of evidence which 
can provide an insight into potters making grey wares. Thus, the 
Mucking potters may have been estate workers who were 
part-time potters rather than itinerant craftsmen. (See also 
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Rodwell, W J, in Jones, M V & Rodwell, W J, 'The Romano
British Pottery Kilns at Mucking', Essex Arch. & Hist. Vol 5, 
1973, 13-47, for illustrated examples). 
Location: British Museum Store, The Old Post Office Building, 
23 Blythe Road, London W14 OQP 

(158) Braithwaite, G, 'Romano-British Face Pots and Head Pots', 
Britannia Vol 15, 1984, (99-131), 105, 107, 119 & 121. (This 
paper was entered in the Bibliography of JRPS Vol 1, as no. 
158: it is repeated here for its particular relevance to Essex). 
syn/cem,kln,wlt,twn,rel/mid 1st-4th/typ 
clo/fcp/gry/grf/hax/osf/clb 
Face pots: The Colchester group forms one of the nine defined 
groups. The author suggests that smooth, light buff wares were 
almost certainly made in Colchester from as early as the mid 
1st century AD, i.e. earlier than Hull's starting date of c 120 
(Hull, Roman Colchester, 285). This revision is made on the 223 
basis of a single probable Colchester product found in a sealed 
context at Camelon, north of the Antonine Wall. The latter is 
the only example of a Colchester face pot known outside the 
Essex area. From the mid 3rd century onwards the kilns were 
producing grey ware face pots in addition to those in coarse 
buff fabrics. The similarities between the Colchester grey wares 
and those of the Suffolk group are noted. Imported face pots in 
Colchester include late 3rd and 4th century Hadham oxidised 
wares. 
Helld pots: Of the only two known examples of Parchment ware 
type pots in Britain, one is a painted vessel from Colchester. 
Another head pot from Colchester is in a fme dade grey ware 
of the Suffolk & Essex group. Thus, by far the majority of both 
types are from Colchester (this includes all seven illustrated 
Essex examples in the report). Buff ware face pots are known 
to have been used as cremation vessels and one has been 
recovered from the 'Mithraeum'. Elsewhere in the county a 
probable Colchester buff ware face pot has been found on a 
Roman cemetery site at Billericay and Hadham ware face pots 
have been recorded from both Kelvedon and Great Chesterford 
(though no details are given concerning the circumstances of 224 
their discovery). 

221 Corbishley, M, 'A Roman Graffito from Essex', Britannia Vol 
15, 1984, 238-239 & PI 153. 
exc/vil,fls/mid to late 3rdlusf 
nvc 
Note on a Nene Valley colour-coated ware beaker rim sherd 
with a post-firing graffito, possibly part of a human face or 
possibly a phallic motif; from a mid-late 3rd rubbish pit in a 
field associated with a villa in St Osyth Priory Pade, near 
Colchester. Various interpretations are suggested, with detailed 
references to British and continental 'parallels'. 

222 Draper, J, 'Excavations by Mr H P Cooper on the Roman Site 
at Hill.Farm, Gestingthorpe, Essex', East Anglian Arch. Vol25, 
1985, 82-97 (pottery section). 
exc,flw/rur,?vil, ?rel/mid 1st-late 4th/usf 
amp/sts/cts/riws/ets/cls/clc/clm/clo/hax!har!ira/lcg/lrh/nvc/lnm/ 
mr%xm/orc/rhn/esh/lsh/wht/wse/rsx/mek/harn/esm 
The pottery section is composed of separate specialist reports 
based on material collected over a period of 25 years. Not all 
of the pottery has been kept and in particular the Iron Age and 
Roman grey wares are likely to be under-represented. To some 225 
extent the pottery suffers from lack of context but its usefulness 
lies in the range of forms and fabrics found on a site (now 
scheduled) which was intensively occupied throughout the 
Roman period. The individual reports contain some informative 
points and the illustrations are good. 

Rodwell, W, 'Samian ware', 82-86: Probable Colchester 
samian, including a f.37 with motifs res sembling those of 
Colchester Potter C; useful notes on effects of different soil 
conditions in Essex on state of survival of samian; Gestingthorpe 
fits in with other late Antonine 'fire-groups' in Essex. 

Jenkins, F, 'Pipe-clay Venus', 84, 86: Figurine typical of Gaulish 
Romano-CeItic temple sites. 

ToIler, H, 'The other pottery' ,86-89: no quantitative analysis but 
detailedcatalogueofillustratedmaterial;allprovenancedpotteryillus
tratedtogethelWitk>therintrinsicallyinterestingpieces;usefulobserva
tions on Hadham and Oxford oxidised wares, Nene Valley and 
ColchestelColour-coatedwaresanoonRomano-Saxo~reywares;these 

last include one unusual's' -stamped decorated sherd (no 555). 
Hartley, K F, 'Mortaria', 95-97: almost all supplies local (most 

probably Colchester) until the mid 3rd; one stamped Martinus II and 
one with three circular stamps 

Going,CJ, 'Romanamphorae' ,97:fourpiecesdescribed,including 
one Dr 18; dating external for all. 
Location: Mr H P Cooper (landowner), Hill Farm, Gestingthorpe, 
Halstead, Essex C09 3BL 
France, N E & GOOel, B M, The Romano-British Temple at 
Harlow, published by the West Essex Arch. Group, 1985, 
103-122 (pottery section). 
exc/rel!c 80-late 4th/usf 
sts/cts/ets/atslblg/obb/occ/fcp/grc/grf/gro/haxlhar/ira/lcg/lnd/ 
mca/nvc/oxm/oxp/orc/osd/osc/osf/rgh/shg/wht/heb/heg 
Contains separate specialist reports: 
Rodwell, W, 'The samian pottery', & Wilkinson, P M & Oark, 
F R, 'The coarse pottery'. 
V seful as a group of pottery from a site with religious activity 
over a long period, of time; a representative range of coarse ware 
vessels are illustrated; 20% of coarse wares are from 
Hertfordshire sites. However, some of the form parallels quoted 
are inappropriate or incorrect (examples: no. 19 - Cam 27 would 
be more appropriate since Cam 12 is a terra nigra form; no. 114 
- should read Cam 50lB, not 501G; no. 150 - is P24, Young, 
fig. 27, not P4-7, Young fig. 26). There is also some coufusion 
between early and late Roman shell tempered wares on p. 121: 
nos 196-199 should be early and nos. 200ff late. Dating given 
for illustrated forms is external. 
Location: Harlow Museum 
Going, C J (with a note on graffiti by M W C Hassall), 'Pottery', 
in Drury, P, 'The Temple of Claudius at Colchester 
Reconsidered', Britannia Vo115, 1984, (7-49), 46-49. 
oth/rel/c 70-115!130;late Roman to post 361J/370/usf 
hax/har/lcg/nvc/orc/owc/lsh/mek 
Firstly, the report briefly re-examines a small group of pottery 
from Dunnett's 1964 and 1969 excavations and offers dating for 
this on the evidence of three forms (illustrated). Secondly, the 
pottery from the late Roman and post-Roman levels is consid
ered; a percentage table of fabric groups from the late Roman 
assemblage forms the basis of a number of important observa
tions on different wares; a concise, valuable contribution to the 
study of late Roman fabrics and forms in Essex and beyond (see 
Oxford colour-coated wares); also inlcudes a significant note to 
the effect that Hull's original dating of the 'Mithraeum' as
semblage still stands, contra Harden & Green 1978, though 
discussion of this is reserved for Going, C J, 1987 (entry 364), 
119. 
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum 
(For Going, C J, The Mansio and other sites in the south-eastern 
sector of Caesaromagus: the Roman pottery~ see entry no. 364). 
Hodder, I, 'Wendens Ambo: The excavations of an Iron Age and 
Romano- British settlement', Archaeology of the Mll, Vol 2, 
Passmore Edwards Museum, London, 1982, 29-40 (pottery 
section). 
exc/m,vil/1 st -4th/usf 
sts/cts/mvs/ets/clc/grc/grglhax{lI8/mhm/nvc/nvrn/oxm/osd/rhn! 
esh/tng/vrm/esrn (none deftnitely Colchester)/oxr 
The pottery section includes reports on samian, mortaria and 
colour- coated wares based on identifications by B R Hartley, 
K F Hartley and M G Fulford respectively (although none of 
these wares are illustrated). The mortaria and fme ware sections 
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in particular contain useful discussions on marketing patterns 
resulting from the varying incidence of fabric groups on site. 
However, it is the coarse pottery which provides the basis for 
the site phasing and this section consists mainly of a catalogue 
of descriptions of the illustrated sherds. Rims and bases from 
selected deposits from the four phases are shown, grouped 228 
together in assemblages, though these are of limited value since 
there are few distinctive forms (and some of the drawings are 
poorly reproduced). 
See also Chapter 7, 'Within-site patteming: Roman', by P 
Halstead & I Hodder, 59-60, which examines the distribution 
of functional classes of pottery around the site in Phase R4. It 
finds differences between the coarse pottery variables and their 
distribution within different features. This information is used 
to isolate areas of various activities on the site and to clarify the 
function of some features. 
The importance of the report lies in its analytical methods of 
approach to pottery studies. These methods are viable in their 
own right but it is an unfortunate reflection of the nature of the 
material (not of the authors) that the results can only be tentative 
since the analyses are dependant, for the most part, on small 
samples and low quality material. 
Location: not given 
Niblett, R, Sheepen: an early Roman industrial site at 
Camulodunum, CBA Res. Rep. 57, 1985. 
exc,slr/ind/c AD 5-65/usf,seq 
For pottery details, see entry nos. 227-32 
The report covers the 1970 excavation results from a site where 
the main period of occupation lasted for a period of less than 
twenty years. A substantial pottery section (63 pages) consists 
of a number of separate reports (see entry nos. 227-232). A 
considerable part of the pottery evidence appears in microfiche 229 
which includes additional contributions by each of the specialists 
as well as a note on imported Central Gaulish jars by P A Tyers 
(M1, D9-10) and part of the samian section by B M Dickinson. 
There are also detailed descriptions listing the pottery from 
individual deposits to be found in the Features catalogue (28-43). 
Although few stratified levels with sealed groups survived 
(owing to the site being on an eroded hillside) and most of the 
material was recovered from pits a useful sequence has been 
established based upon the pottery and other artefactual evidence. 
There is a revision of the starting date of occupation on the site 
from c AD 10 (Hawkes & Hull, Camulodunum, 1947) to c AD 
5. One of the most significant results is independent confirma-
tion, more or less, of Hull's original dating of the pottery from 
Camulodunum (ibid). The report contains over 700 good quality 
illustrations, including some complete forms. 
There is also a small amount of later pottery present which is 
considered to be stray material from activities connected with 
2nd century kiln operations elsewhere on the hillside and from 
a small cemetery of 3rd-4th century date. 
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum 
Dannell, G, 'The samian ware - discussion and conclusions', in 
entry no. 226, 85-91. See also, in microfiche, 
Ml: A13-14, B M Dickinson, 'The samian stamps from the 
cremation groups' 
M2: Bl1-D2, G B Dannell, 'Catalogue of decorated samian' 
M2: D3-14, G B Dannell, 'Catalogue of plain samian' 
M2: El-6, B M Dickinson, 'The potters' stamps on samian ware' 
For site & location details, see entry no. 226. 
arr/sts/cts 
A wide range of forms, including inkwells, was found and these 
are catalogued in detail in microfiche with only a summary and 
the illustrations published in the main volume. The 1970 material 
has produced supporting evidence for the theory (Camulodunum, 230 
Hawkes & Hull, 1947) that Camulodunum was supplied with 
samian from Italy and Gaul before the conquest. Sheepen has 
yielded a higher quantity of decorated samian of the Tiberian 

period from La Graufesenque than any other contemporary 
British site. The generally larger quantities of samian at 
Camulodunum than at other contemporary British sites are used 
to suggest that contra Strabo, supplies may well have arrived 
via the Rhineland. 
Hartley, K F, 'The mortaria - discussion and conclusions', in 
entry no, 226, 92-97. See also, in microfiche, 
M2: E7-Ell, Hartley, K F, 'The mortaria' 
M2: E12-F3, 'The mortaria type series' 
M2: F3-G5: Hartley, K F, 'Catalogue of the mortaria' 
For site & location details, see entry no. 226. 
clrn/lgm/mro/vrr/vrm/Gallia Belgica mort./Central France -Aoste 
mort'/?S E England mort./Mayen mort. 
See also entry no. 232. 

Some fifty-five types of mortaria in twenty-eight fabrics from a 
variety of sources in Gaul, Germany and Britain are represented. 
These are divided into early wall-sided and flanged forms, with 
slightly more of the latter. None can be attributed with certainty 
to the pre-conquest period. 
The value of this gro,up lies in the amoun8t of Oaudian and early 
Neronian products which are rarely found in any quantity in 
Britain. However, there is a notable lack of late Flavian or early 
2nd century forms and neither has Sheepen produced any 
evidence for the early manufacture of Colchester mortaria as 
might have been expected. Only five are of 2nd century date and 
none of these are likely to be later than AD 170/180. 
There is a useful discussion section on British and continental 
sources of early mortaria. Similarities are noted between this 
assemblage and that at Richborough and it is suggested that 
many of the imported vessels at both sites may have come via 
the same suppliers. 
Niblett, R, 'The coarse pottery - discussion and conclusions', in 
entry no. 226, 48-73. See also, in microfiche, 
M1: B4-D3, Niblett, R, 'The coarse pottery' 
M1: D3-D4, Niblett, R, 'The strainer bowls (Fig 33)' 
M1: D4-D9, Niblett, R, 'The imported fine wares' 
M1: D9-DlO, Tyers, P A, 'Note on imported Central Gaulish 
jars' 
M1: DlO-D12, Niblett, R, 'The non-pottery ceramics (Fig 34)' 
For site & location details, see entry no. 226. 
ccc/gry/grc/grg/gro/lcg/lrh/mca/osd/osc/osf/pff!lyc/nri/wht/egg
shell/white-slipped oxidised wares/'native' coarse wares (grog 
+ other inc.) 
The coarse wares from the 1970 excavations were found to fall 
into the same chronological limits as the Camulodunum material 
and therefore the report consists of a list of Cam types present 
in each deposit (Features catalogue, 28-43) with only selected 
groups published more fully. Of these groups, the Period I 
(pre-conquest) pottery is closely examined for possible 1 st 
century BC forms in an attempt to find contemporary material 
that might have been associated with the high numbers of Dressel 
1 amphoras present at Sheepen (see entry nos. 231 & 235). 
Although present these early forms were not sufficient in 
numbers to suggest dense occupation before Period I and none 
were exclusively 1st century BC in date, but they do provide 
valuable comparative material for studies elsewhere. Minor 
revisions are made to Hull's dating of individual forms 
(Camulodunum, Hawkes & Hull, 1947) and his three main fabric 
groups are expanded to eight. Fluctuations in the incidence of 
certain types in the period c AD 43-65 are recorded and it is 
further suggested that changes or innovations were indicative of 
immigrant potters. Differences between the Sheepen assemblage 
and that of the nearby late Iron Age cemetery at Lexden are 
briefly considered. 
Rigby, V, 'The Gallo-Belgic wares - discussion and conclu
sions', in entry 226, 74-82. See also, in microfiche, 
M1: D12-Fll, Rigby, V, 'The Gallo-Belgic wares' 
M1: F12-G14, & M2: A2-B5, Rigby, V, 'Gallo-Belgic imports 
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fonns' 233 
For site & location details, see Jrttry no. 226. 
ppr/tng/trb/nri 
The 1970 excavations produced the largest group of Gallo-Belgic 
wares to have been found in Britain in recent times. The 
assemblage has a high proportion of complete profiles and a total 
of 104 stamps, in both 1N and 1R, of which only 6 are not 
classifiable. These stamps are of particular importance and many 
are illustrated on Fig. 35. Firstly, there are repeated associations 
of specific dies with particular fabrics and fonn variants giving 
evidence of specialisation among potters. Secondly, the stamp 
list suggests that about two-thirds of Britain' s supply came from 
a fairly small group of potters. Thirdly, the group contains a 
high proportion of stamps not previously known in Britain. 
Most of the Gallo-Belgic wares from Sheepen are post-conquest 
and Claudian-Neronian in date, with only a little material of 
Augustan and pre- Claudian date. This matches the assemblage 
from Camulodunum Hawkes & Hull, 1947), where there was 
also a similar shortage of early stamps but higher numbers of 
later ones. There are some additional new fonns and variants to 
supplement the Camulodunum series. 

231 Sealey, P R, 'The amphoras - summary and conclusions', in 
entry no. 226, 98-111. See also, in microfiche, 
M3: A2-9, Williams, D F, 'The amphoras - Petrological exam
ination' 
M3: A9-14, Niblett, R, Williams, D F & Sealey, P R, 'Catalogue 
of amphoras and their contexts' 
For site & location details, see entry no. 226. 
amp 
See also entry no. 235. 234 
Sherds from a minimum of 135 amphoras were found and a 
range of nine types and stoppers is listed in the microfiche 
section. Most of these vessels reached the site in the period AD 
43-60/1 and it is their considerable quantity which is pennits a 
statistical study of trade in the early years of Roman occupation. 
They are of value not only for the understanding of the site itself, 
but also as a reflection of the economy in other parts of the 
Empire. In order to evaluate the economic signficance of the 
various fonns the minimum number of vessels and their respec-
tive capacities are calculated and presented in a number of tables. 
Wine and olive oil were evidently the principal contents in tenns 
of volume, though highly-salted marine sauces and salted fish 
were also important. Of these, wine was the single most 
important commodity and there is a detailed study of the wine 
trade. An estimate of the significance of the different wine
producing regions shows that Italy was the most important 
source of the wine consumed at Sheepen. However, in tenns of 
amphora-borne commodities of all types, Spain was most im
portant, accounting for 61 of the 135 amphoras. Spain was the 
only source of olive oil, salazones and probably de frutum. The 
report also contains an assessment of chronology and attempts 
to account for the high numbers of Dressel 1 amphoras at 
Sheepen in the early years of occupation (a total of 51 from both 
the 1930-39 and the 1970 excavations). These are explained in 
tenns of secondary use and the possibility of a 1 st century BC 
settlement is discounted. 

232 Williams, D F, 'Petrological analysis of the mortaria', in entry 
no. 226,93. 
For site & location details, see entry no. 226. 
Igm 
See also entry no. 228. 
Sherds from four of the mortaria selected for publication are 
analysed. One, in Williams fabric 5, is from the Mayen region 
of Gennany, and the remaining three, all fabric 4, have textural 
similarities with the first. 
The work is noted as being part of a long-tenn project. 

Rodwell, K A (with reports on the mortaria and samian by K F 
Hartley & W Rodwell, respectively), 'The excavation of a 
Romano-British pottery kiln at Palmer's School, Grays, Essex' , 
Essex Arch. & Hist. Vol 15, 1984, (11-35), 22-33. 
exc,slr/kln/late 2nd or early 3rd (kiln);late lst,early 2nd-3rd or 
4th/typ/sts/cts/ets/tsg/bb2/grc/grf 
lcg/lnd/wes/wht/glm/?lgm/lom/oxm/pph/vnn 
An account of a late 2nd or early 3rd century kiln characteristic 
of the North Thames bank which produced a range of coarse 
wares including pedestal urns. Debris from an earlier phase 
indicated production of cream and cream-slipped ware mortaria 
and flagons and also coarse wares. It is the mortaria, reported 
on separately by K F Hartley, which provide the dating evidence 
for the two kiln phases: these were stamped with triple her
ringbone stamps which are unique to the site (note: the scale 
on Fig. 7 (mortarium stamps) should read 2:1, not 1:1). 
A total of c 75 kg of kiln pottery was recovered and a limited 
range of six coarse ware fonns are defined, in addition to the 
mortaria and flagons. This is the only site outside Colchester 
known to have produced white wares in Essex but of the two 
grey ware fabrics, the author notes 'Neither would be distinctive 
away from their site of manufacture'. A small amount of 
non-kiln pottery is described and the samian is reported on 
separately by W Rodwell. 
Note: there is some confusion over the dating of the kiln since 
in the introduction (p 1) a late 2nd century date is given but in 
the discussion (p 34) a date of late 2nd or early 3rd century is 
implied by the mortaria. 
Location: Thurrock Local History Museum, Grays 
Rodwell, W I, 'The Production and Distribution of Pottery and 
Tiles in the Territory of the Trinovantes', Essex Arch. & Hist. 
Vol 14 (1982), 1983, 15-76. 
syn/kln,ptp,trd/mid 1st-late 4th 
clc/clm/clslharlhax 
Although first drafted in 1974, and therefore not privy to the 
now considerable amount of work on this subject which has since 
taken place, this paper is nonetheless an important contribution 
to the knowledge and understanding of kilns in the Trinovantian 
area (of which Essex fonns a large part). It is divided into three 
sections covering raw materials , marketing and distribution 
together with a substantial appendix listing known or inferred 
kilns and a useful bibliography. 
Revisions to Hull's (1963) original dating of some of the 
Colchester kilns appear in Appendix 1 and there are changes, 
with some additions, to the earlier list of samian potters (stamps). 
There is an attempt to consider production in geographic and 
economic tenns (see graph, Fig. 10) with the following conclu
sions: (1) Colchester kilns saw intense activity in the 2nd 
century; (2) rural areas (i.e. outside .Colchester) saw a steady 
level of production from the mid-1st to the late 3rd century, with 
a substantial increase in the number of kilns in the 4th century. 
Four groups of wares are selected for detailed study in the 
section on marketing and distribution: Colchester samian, 
mortaria, colour-coated wares and Hadham colour-coated wares. 
Of these, the three Colchester wares are found to have been 
closely related in tenns of potters, kilns, fabrics and decoration 
in the period c AD 140/150-200, during which time these wares 
dominated the Trinovantian market. Considering the 4th group, 
Hadham (Herts) wares , Rodwell isolates a distinctive range of 
products which were widely distributed in Essex in the later 
Roman period. 

R P Symonds writes: It must be noted that there are several 
somewhat controversial aspects to this paper. On the dating of 
the production of samian at Colchester, it is not in agreement 
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with the dating proposed in entry no. 236 (Simpson 1983) which 
appears in the same volume of Essex Arch. & Hist .. On the 
relations between samian production at Colchester and that at 
Sinzig on the Rhine it is not wholly supported by the paper 
which is published elsewhere in this volume of JRPS (Storey, 
Symonds, Hart, Smith & Walsh, 'A chemical investigation of 
'Colchester' samian by means of inductively-coupled plasma 
emission spectrometry'), although the points in dispute may be 
relatively minor. The statement that Colchester samian, mortaria, 
colour-coated wares and Hadham colour- coated wares "are the 
principal local products capable of meaningful study" is some
what misleading, since what is actually presented is an unil
lustrated review of the previous research on these wares: more 
recent work shows that there is considerable scope for further 
useful study of Colchester oxidised wares, reduced wares, and 
Black -burnished wares (Type 2) as well as the aforementioned 
wares. 
Sealey, P R, Amphoras from the 1970 Excavations at Colchester 
Sheepen, BA.R. British Series 142, Oxford, 1985. 
exc/ind/l st BC - Flavian-early 2nd/typ 
amp 
See also entry no. 231. 
This important work contains a more comprehensive assessment 
of the amphora evidence previously published as part of the 
Sheepen excavation report (entry no. 231). That it merits a 
separate volume is justified by the wider significance of the 
group, beyond its local interest. The statistical study made 
possible by the size of the group (a minimum of 135 vessels, 
most of which date from c AD 43-60/1) has implications for the 
understanding of trade patterns at the time of the Roman 
conquest, for the study of the scale of Julio-Oaudian viticulture, 
and for the assessment of the importance of trade with the Iberian 
provinces in the Oaudian-Neronian period. 
The summary section at the beginning is reproduced with 
amendments from the 1985 excavation report. This is followed 
by a substantial section (Part I) devoted to the discussion of 
each of the nine amphora types found, as well as unidentified 
types and stoppers, under the headings of typology and classi
fication, fabric, capacity, provenance, contents and chronology. 
Part IT examines two aspects, the problem of the incidence of 
Dressel 1 amphoras in later contexts and the chronology of the 
assemblage (further strati graphic information is detailed in the 
excavation report). Part III deals with the Sheepen amphoras as 
source material for economic history in terms of quantification 
and comparison of assemblages, the wine trade and the 
ascendancy of the Spanish provinces. 
Thin-section results for 63 of the vessels are accounted for in a 
separate specialist report, by D F Williams, 'Petrological exam
ination of amphorae from Colchester Sheepen' (153-166). 
The volume is well illustrated and there are extensive references 
to inscriptions and historical sources. Also noteworthy is the 
Appendix which gives a synopsis of a newly identified category 
of amphora, 'London 555', of Baetican origin, which contained 
olives and/or de frutum and is dated to c AD 50-125. Sherds of 
this type were found in the 1930- 39 excavations, but not in the 
1970 excavations at Sheepen. 
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum 
Simpson, G, 'A revised dating for the Colchester Samian Kiln', 
Essex Arch. & Hist Vol14 (1982), 1983, 149-153. 
oth!klnlmid 2nd 
cls 
The identification and dating of samian forms from Colchester 
Kiln 21 by Hull (Roman Colchester, 1958, & The Roman 
Potters' Kilns of Colchester, 1963) is re-examined and his 
previous dating (of c 190-200 and c 175-210 respectively is 
found to be too late. The results of chemical analysis undertaken 
in 1979-80 are taken into account together with other publica
tions since Hull, and the author concludes that Potters A and B 

undoubtedly worked at Colchester but Potter C was unlikely to 
have worked there (no moulds found), but instead was more 
likely to have worked at Sinzig c 150, and Potter D-style sherds 
are probably also from a continental source. 
Editor's note: this revised dating is not in agreement with the 
dating proposed in entry no. 234 (Rodwell 1983) in the same 
volume of Essex Arch. & Hist .. While Simpson's dating is based 
principally on the connexions between Trier Werkstatt I, Sinzig 
and Colchester (also examined elsewhere in this volume of JRPS, 
in Storey, Symonds, Hart, Smith & Walsh), Rodwell's is based 
on the vessel-types apparently made at Colchester. Future work 
may well be able to go some way toward resolving this problem. 
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum 

*237 Shimmin, D & Symonds, R P, 'Unusual Roman burial', 
Catalogue Vol 20, Newsletter of the Colchester Archaeological 
Trust, 1987 (Winter), 11-12 & front cover of newsletter. 
wbf/mjc,wlt/probably 3rd/usf 
amp!lcg (?bb2-type) 
The report of the discovery of an amphora burial chamber 
containing a remarkable large grey jar, which in turn contained 
a cremation. This report includes a detailed description of the 
discovery and excavation of the vessels, but only a cursory 
paragraph on the vessels themselves: the discussion of the latter 
is to be found in this volume of JRPS, in Symonds, R P & 
Wade, S M, 'A large grey ware cremation jar found inside a 
whole amphora at Colchester'. The photograph of the vessels 
(after reconstruction) on the cover of the newsletter is the real 
justification for the inclusion of this entry. 
Location: Colchester Archaeological Trust (but ultimately des
tined for Colchester & Essex Museum) 

238 Symonds, R P, 'Another First for Colchester', Catalogue Vol 
20, Newsletter of the Colchester Archaeological Trust, 1987 
(Winter), 10. 
exc/mjc,wlt/lst/usf 
amp 
An important note on a Peacock & Williams Class 7 (Dr 21-22; 
see entry no. 365) Italian amphora thought to be the first of its 
type recognised in Britain. It is slightly different from standard 
Class 7 forms (see reconstuction drawing) and has an 'enigmatic' 
painted inscription just below the rim. Oass 7 amphorae prob
ably contained fruit. 
Location: Colchester Archaeological Trust (but ultimately des
tined for Colchester & Essex Museum) 

239 Symonds, R P (with a contribution by K F Hartley), 'Summary 
of the products of the Roman kiln F1019 at Middleborough', 
Appendix 13, in Crummy, P, Excavations at Lion Walk, Balkerne 
Lane and Middleborough, Colchester, Essex, Colchester Arch. 
Report Vol3, 1984, microfiche supplement, 360-364. 
exc,slr/mjc,wlt,vil,klnlFlavian to Flavian-Trajanic (kiln)/usf 
amp/tsg/clm/clb/occ/gry/grc/grf/orc/osc/ppr 
Colchester kiln 36 produced a range of white ware flagons and 
mortaria and grey ware jars and reeded-rim bowls - see Fig. 13 
for representative examples. The same forms have been found 
elsewhere in Colchester in contexts dating from the last quarter 
of the 1 st century to the first quarter of the 2nd century. There 
is a separate note on the mortaria stamped Vebri by K F Hartley, 
who finds similarities with those from the Verulamium region. 
This report will be superceded by a future Roman pottery volume 
in the CAR series. 
Location: Colchester Archaeological Trust (but ultimately des
tined for Colchester & Essex Museum) 

240 Symonds, R P & Cunningham, C M, 'Descriptions of complete 
or nearly complete buried pots', Appendix 8, in Crummy, P, 
Excavations at Lion Walk, Balkerne Lane and Middleborough, 
Colchester, Essex, Colchester Arch. Report Vol 3, 1984, micro
fiche supplement 307-318. 
exc/mjc,wlt/earlY Ist-3rd/typ (part of) 
amp/bbl/bb2/gry/grc/clm 
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Roman potteI)', 307-315: a catalogue of vessels with illustrations 
- part of a (much larger) type series to be published in a future 
Roman potteI)' volume in the CAR series. 
Location: Colchester Archaeological Trust (but ultimately des-
tined for Colchester & Essex Museum 246 
Wickenden, N P, 'Late Roman potteI)", in DruI)', P & Wick-
enden, N, 'An Early Saxon Settlement within the Romano-
British Small Town at Heybridge, Essex', Medieval Archaeology 
Vol26, 1982, (1-40), 20-25. 
exc/twn,set (Saxon)/first half of 5th (plus 3rd potteI)')/usf 
had/lcg (Rettendon)/nvc (thick white late type)/oxm/orc!1sh 
Statistical evidence is used to indicate possible contemporaI)' 
early Saxon use of late Roman fine wares in the first half of the 
5th centuI)'. A nearby cemeteI)' contained both late Roman and 247 
early Saxon burials. These associations may be taken as signif-
icant for this transitional period and from this arises the sug
gestion by DruI)' that 'Saxon seulers were involved either 
economically or militarily in the life of the late Roman town'. 
Location: not given 

Gloucestershire 
Janet Keely 
Goudge, C E, 'The PotteI)", in Price, E G, 'Frocester Court 
Roman Villa, 3rd Report, 1980: The Well', Trans. Bristol & 
Glos. Arch. Soc. Vol Cl, 1983, (49-76), 68-69. 
exc/vil/Iron Age - 4th (but mainly 3rd)/typ? 
sts/blg/bb1/gI)'/gro/ira/lcl/nvc/nwl/oxp/orc/owc/svr/svv/shg 
The potteI)' from the well included an interesting group of 
near-complete vessels in Severn Valley ware and a local reduced 
micaceous ware, common in Gloucester, whose source is un
known but which was represented by several distorted 'seconds' 
in this deposit (two figs. of pot illustrations). 
Location: Gloucester City Museum 
Goudge, C E, 'The Romano-British PotteI)", in Saville, A, 
'Salvage recording of Romano-British, Saxon, Medieval & 
Post-Medieval remains at North Street, Winchcombe, 
Gloucestershire', Trans. Bristol & Glos. Arch. Soc. Vol cm, 
1985, (101-139), 112-113. 

248 

slr/unk!2nd, 3rd & poss. 4th 249 
cts/bb l/occ/lcg/orc/svv /ml v 
Few Roman contexts - mostly potteI)' over natural subsoil. A 
total of 47 sherds, none illustrated and little worth commenting 
on. 
Hunter, A G, 'The Coarse PotteI)' , , in 'Building Excavation in 
Southgate Street & Quay Street, Gloucester 1960', Trans. Bristol 
& Glos. Arch. Soc. Vol cm, 1985, (55-72), 65-7l. 
wbf/mjc!Flavian-Antonine/typ 
cts/sts/bb 1/0cc/lcg/svv /aom/swem 
A small amount of potteI)' was recovered during a watching brief 250 
when large shafts were being sunk for the city drainage system. 
3 figs. of illustrated potteI)'. It would have been useful if the 
fabric descriptions had been correlated with the Fabric Type 
Series established by the Gloucester City Excavation Unit in 
order to facilitate further comparisons with potteI)' from more 
recent excavations in the City. The illustrated vessels provide 
some useful examples for type series' comparisons. 
Mrs K F Hartley also writes on two mortarium sherds in the 
same report, one of which was stamped - p 69. 
Location: Gloucester City Museum 
Rawes, B, 'The Romano-British site on the Portway, near 
Gloucester', Trans. Bristol & Glos. Arch. Soc. Vol crr, 1984, 
(23-72),43-57. 
exc!?ind,rur,ptp,?rel/poss. 2nd-4th 
cts/bb l/occ/lcg/mhm/oxm/svv /shg 
Rural site near Gloucester with evidence of a polygonal structure, 
a rectangular enclosure, rutted trackways and possible evidence 
of iron working. The site is interpreted as a wayside shrine with 

the discoveI)' of a sculptured limestone head described as a 
"putative hunting deity". The evidence proposed for potteI)' 
production is rather inconclusive. (3 figs. of illustrated potteI)'). 
Location: unknown 
Wild, F, 'The Samian Ware', in entI)' no. 244, above, 62-65. 
wbf/unk,rnjc/late Neronian-Iate Flavian 140-150 
sts/cts/mvs 
One signed bowl of unusual interest. 
Location: Gloucester City Museum 

Hertfordshire 
R P Symonds (see Introduction) 
Frere, S S, Verulamium Excavations, Volume I, Report of the 
Research Committee of the Society of Antiquaries of London, 
No. xxvrn, 1972. 
exc/m jc/1 st -4th/typ 
For potteI)' details see entI)' nos. 248-250. 
Location: Verulamium Museum 
Hartley, B R, 'The Samian Ware', in entI)' no. 247, 216-262. 
For site details, see entI)' no. 247. 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
One of the largest of modem samian reports (47 pages), yet, in 
common with most contemporaI)' reports, it consists largely of 
a listing of sherds/vessels present. The research involved in this 
compilation, which attempts to assign an origin and a date-range 
to eveI)' item, as well as a potter, where possible, must have 
been prodigious. There seems to be a remarkably small number 
of sherds whose origin is in any doubt. In the discussion of the 
complete Dechelette form 74 (D 112) it is unfortunate that no 
publication is referred to following the statement that "Recent 
excavations at Lezoux have shown that colour-coated forms and 
'black samian' were fired together in the same kiln under 
reducing conditions" (p 254). There is a single half-page para
graph at the end (p 262) in which the significance of the 
Verulamium material is assessed in terms of the most important 
potters and other finds of their work in Britain: it seems a pity 
that more space could not have been devoted to general conclu
sions on such an obviously interesting body of material. 
Hartley, K F, 'The Mortarium Stamps', in entI)' no. 247, 
371-38l. 
For site details, see entI)' no. 247. 
vrm (plus discussion of other sources) 
The catalogue of stamps presented here and in Volume m (see 
entI)' no. 257 and also no. 258) is the most comprehensive series 
to date of the stamps of Verulamium region mortarium potters. 
As well as being a highly useful type series, this also includes 
valuable research on the known origins and movements of many 
of the individual potters. 
Wilson, M G, 'Catalogue of the PotteI)", in entI)' no. 247, 
265-370. 
For site details, see entI)' no. 247. 
amp/lg/bb1/bb2/obb/brn/ccc/cgg/clc/c1m/?clb/occ/grc/grf/grg/lcl/ 
lnd/mhm/mca/nvc/nvrn/ewm/lwm/?ktrn/oxm/orc/ppr/pph/pff/rgd/ 
rhn/rgh/rst/shg/tng/vrr/vrm/wht/hft/mf/crb/btb/hpb/buf/red!wse/ 
gft 
The type series presented here and in the two succeeding 
volumes (entI)' nos. 252 & 259) is probably the most important 
report on Roman potteI)' to have been published in the 1970's. 
Its principle strength and usefulness is its arrangement, in 
Volume I, of the types according to the dating of the contexts 
in which they were found. This is supplemented, in Volume IT, 
by the presentation of dated groups from particular sites, and the 
arrangement, in Volume m, of dated vessels in groups of form 
types. While the specific assignation of vessels to their sources 
of manufacture is understandably "left to later workers" (Volume 
m, p. 201), the fabric descriptions are relatively cursoI)', how
ever, and no fabric types are identified. Apart from mortaria, 
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which are given particular attention (see also entry nos. 249, 257 
& 258), no attempt is made to distinguish the other products of 
the local Verulamium region kilns from vessels which may have 
been imported from either Colchester or London. This means 258 
that, disappointingly, this is not the comprehensive type series 
for Verulamium region wares which it might have been. 
Although there is no quantification, there is a reassessment of 
the dating of earlier types in Volume ill, which also gives the 
number of examples on which the dating was based. This is a 
surprisingly dry report: its approach is in marked contrast to 
that of the Camulodunum series. 259 
Volume I includes separate sections on 'Amphorae, 'First
century Imported Fine Wares', 'Belgic Coarse Pottery in Later 
Layers' preceding the main series of pottery from dated contexts, 
and following it on 'Graffiti on Pottery', 'Crucibles' , 'Lamps' , 
'Objects of Clay' and 'The Amphora Stamps'. 
The main type series in Volume ill is divided into 11 sections: 
A. Amphorae 260 
B. Flagons 
C. Narrow-necked Jars 
D. Beakers in Fine Ware 
E. Beakers in Coarse Ware 
F. Other Jars 
G. Bowls in Fine Ware 
H. Bowls in Coarse Ware 
I. Plates and Dishes 
J. Mortaria 
K. Saxon, Medieval and Post-Medieval Pottery 
Also in Volume ill, there is an appendix, 'Revised Dates of 
Pottery Published in Volume 1', and there are supplementary 
sections on 'Graffiti on Pottery' and 'The Amphora Stamps'. 

251 Frere, S S, Verulamiwn Excavations, Volume n, Report of the 
Research Committee of the Society of Antiquaries of London, 
No. XLI, 1983. 
exc/m jc/lst -4th/typ 
For pottery details see entry no. 252. 

252 Wilson, M G, 'The Pottery Used for Dating', in entry no. 251, 
294-34l. 
For site details, see entry no. 251. 
amp/blg/bb l/bb2/obb/ccc/clc/clm/occ/glz/grc/grf/grg/lcl/lnd/ 
mca/nvc/nvrnJewm/lwm/oxm/pph/rhn/rgh!vrr/vrm/wht/btb/buf/red 
For comments see entry no. 250. 

253 Frere, S S, Verulamium Excavations, Volume ill, Oxford Uni-
versity Committee for Archaeology Monograph No. I, 1984. 261 
exc/mjc/lst-4th!typ 
For pottery details see entry nos. 254-259. 

254 Dickinson, B M, 'The Potters' stamps' and 'The Decorated 
Ware', in entry 
no. 253, 175-197. 
For ~ite details, see entry no. 253. 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
This continues the catalogue begun in Volume I (entry no. 248), 
in much the same detailed manner. There are no further general 
conclusions. 

255 Hartley, B R, 'Unusual Forms', in entry no. 253, 197-199. 
For site details, see entry no. 253. 
sts/cts/ets 262 
A catalogue of ten unusual samian forms, of various origins. 

256 Hartley, B R, 'Samian Vases with Black Slip', in entry no. 253, 
199. 
For site details, see entry no. 253. 263 
cts 
Three probably Central Gaulish black-slipped vessels, supple
mentary to the series published by G Simpson, Antiq. I. XXXVII 
(1957) & LID (1973). 

257 Hartley, K F, 'The Mortarium Stamps', in entry no. 253, 
280-291. 

For site details, see entry no. 253. 
19m/vrm (plus discussion of other mortarium sources) 
For comments see entry no. 249. 
Hartley, K F, 'The Mortaria from Verulamium: A Summary', 
in entry no. 253, 292-293. 
For site details, see entry no. 253. 
---(syn) 
A brief summary of the sources of mortaria found at 
Verulamium, and their relative importance. See also entry nos. 
249 & 257. 
Wilson, M G, 'The Other Pottery', in entry no. 253, 200-279. 
For site details, see entry no. 253. 
amp/blg!bbl/bb2/obb/cgg/clc/clm/occ/gl7/grc/grf/grg/lnd/lgm/ 
mhm/-mca/nvc/nvm!1nm!oxm/orc/pph/pff/rgd/rhn/rgh!shg/vrr/ 
vrm/wht/buf/red/btb/gft/ 
mro = SE British or imported mort. 
For comments see entry no. 250. 
Partridge, C, Sla!leton Green, A Late Iron Age and Romano
British Site, Britannia Monograph Series No. 2, 1981. 
exc/set,cem/late 1st BC-late Antonine+/ggp 
For pottery details, see entry nos. 261-230. 
Ouly about 30 out the more than 350 pages of this report are 
devoted to the site and its excavation: all the rest is devoted to 
the finds, which are dominated by the early Roman pottery. It 
seems unfortunate, therefore, that the finds reports had to be 
divided among three separate reports, on the material from 'The 
Occupation', that from 'The Romano- British Burials', and that 
from 'Material in the Henderson Collection'. This approach is 
especially detrimental to the two reports on Gallo- Belgic wares, 
which together are the most detailed study of these wares since 
Camulodunwn, and which would form a newer and better type 
series, if only they could have been presented as a single entity. 
But the importance of all of the finds reports cannot really be 
diminished by the merely technical problem of making the reader 
turn a few pages more than he might like. On the other hand, a 
little more editorial sharpness might have avoided the inclusion 
of two paragraphs in the report on fish bones (p 243) remarking 
on the apparently surprising presence of Spanish mackerel ("an 
uncommon visitor to the south coast of Britain and very 
exceptionally in the southern North Sea"): both of the two reports 
on amphorae mention Spanish-made vessels thought to have 
contained garwn or other fish sauces. 
Location: Hertford Museum (& elsewhere?) 
Dannell, G, 'The Italian and Gaulish Samian', in entry no. 260, 
152-158. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
arr/sts/cts/mvs 
25 Arretine vessels, and a further 8 possibles, is a substantial 
quantity of Italian sigillata for any site in Britain. A useful and 
detailed report flawed by some minor errors (p 153: Loeschke 
8 is a cup form, rather than a platter; the reading of S.2 as 
XANFIl should be XANTffi; and, p 154: the parallel for S.5, 
O-C 1997d, is from Lyon, rather than Xanten - there is only one 
example from Xanten Ch), which is quite different, and Oxe lists 
the potter in Index ill as working at Arezzo; these errors were 
pointed out to the contributor by P M Kenrick). 
Dannell, G, 'The Italian Samian', in entry no. 260,327. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
arr 
A further 14 Arretine vessels, two with stamps. 
Greene, K T, 'An Italian colour-coated cup', in entry no. 260, 
103-104. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
pff 
This supplements the chapter on these wares in Greene, 1979 
(The Pre-Flavian Fine Wares from Usk) by adding another 
vessel, which is colour-coated and with a floral barbotine 
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decoration. "This is the only colour-coated cup from Britain 
likely to be a pre-Conquest importation: its firm stratification 
and associations are therefore very welcome". 
Hartley, B & Dickinson, B, 'The Samian Stamps', in entry no. 
260,266-268. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
23 stamps, all illustrated, from late 1 st to late Antonine. 
Hartley, K F, 'The Mortaria', in entry no. 260, 196-199. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
clm/mhm/vrm/mro/rbm/glm 
A useful series: 28 mortaria, 16 illustrated; 11 of these are 
wall-sided, and probably pre-Neronian. These were probably 
obsolete by AD 50. See also entry no. 269. 
Partridge, C, 'The Finds', in entry no. 260, 52-99. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
amplblglbb2/grc/grg/gro/mca/osc/osd/shgltngltrblbtb 
As noted in the comment on entry no. 260, some vessels 
illustrated here might more usefully have been included with the 
reports on the Gallo-Belgic wares. Fig. 46, nos. 33-37 must 
surely be BB2, or near approximations of BB2: unless the "later 
layers" referred to in the subtitle for this section are very much 
later, these must either be intrusive, or must push the dating of 
this sort of bowl back to the pre- Flavian period. There is no 
attempt at quantification of the types. 
Partridge, C, 'Mica-dusted vessels', in entry no. 260, 99-101. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
mea 
Some 26 vessels, all illustrated, all apparently jars, mostly 
lid-seated, except for one dish (three "small bowl-like vessels" 
also appear in entry no. 266, fig. 22). See also entry nos. 274 
& 275. 
Partridge, C, 'Pottery from the Burials', in entry no. 260, 
249-265. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
occlglzlgrc/gro/osc/pph/rgh/nri 
A type series of some 68 vessels, apparently mostly whole, 
mostly 1 st - mid 2nd. The positions of the vessels as they were 
found is illustrated for 44 of the burials. Most must be relatively 
local products, though it is possible that the colour-coated beaker 
(fig. 98, no. 2) is from Bourgogne, or the Argonne. 
Partridge, C, 'Other Pottery; Discussion of the Pottery', in entry 
no. 260, 335-350. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
grc/grglgro/osf/osc/glm 
Another type series of mostly unprovenanced vessels, showing 
further variety in the relatively local products. Mostly pre
Conquest. Includes some further examples of wall-sided mortaria 
(see also entry no. 265). 
Peacock, D P S, 'The Amphorae', in entry no. 260, 199-204. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
amp 
A brief but very useful report on some 22,848 grams of amphora 
sherds, with a quantified approach. "The most interesting point 
to arise from this study is the wide variety of material being 
imported in the second quarter of the first century A.D." See 
also the comment in entry no. 260. 
Peacock, D P S, 'The Amphorae', in entry no. 260, 334-335. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
amp 
A further 26,096 grams, but because most was wholly un
provenanced, "there is not much to be said about this collection 
except to note the very high proportion of Dressel I, which 
should be of the first century E.C." Lists are given of the 
proportions of the types present, and their probable origins, 
contents and date ranges. 
Rigby, V, 'The Gallo-Belgic Wares', in entry no. 260, 159-195. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 

tng/trb 
The Gallo-Belgic wares are what Skeleton Green is most im
portant for, at least in terms of pottery studies. What is most 
important about this report are the illustrations, which, taken 
with the Gallo-Belgic wares illustrated elsewhere in the volume 
(see also entry nos. 266 & 273) constitute a newer and better 
type series than that included in CamulodWlUffl, and the dis
cussion, which for once (not just in this volume) is as wide
ranging as the pottery deserves. If we · do not yet have a 
comprehensive BAR.-type volume on Gallo-Belgic wares, this 
is at least a useful start in that direction. The fine-printed 
'Gallo-Belgic wares from other features' section might have 
better remained as archive material, and there could have been 
more done with quantification, but these are minor quibbles. 

273 Rigby, V, 'The Gallo-Belgic Wares', in entry no. 260, 328-334. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
tng/trb 
Additional to the report in entry no. 272, this reports on some 
further unprovenanced vessels. 

274 Tyers, P, 'A note on the Mica-dusted vessels', in entry no. 260, 
102-103. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
mea 
A short report on the possible Gaulish, Rhenish or Italian origins 
of the Skeleton Green mica-dusted jars. The connexions seem 
more to do with influences than with genuine movement of pots 
or potters. See also entry no. 275. 

275 Williams, D F, 'Petrological examination of Mica-dusted jars', 
in entry no. 260, 101-102. 
For site details, see entry no. 260. 
mea 
Five samples of mica-dusted jars were examined petrologically. 
The results are relatively inconclusive, but suggest the Rhineland 
or Italy as possible sources. See also entry no. 274. 

Kent 
Malcolm Lyne, (*)R P Symonds & (+)Jason Monaghan 

276 Garrod, D & Willson, J, 'The Roman cemetery at Slade Green, 
Bexley', Kent Arch. Review, Winter 1985, 44-48. 
exc/cem/40-190 
ctslblg 

277 Gaunt, J & Parfity, K, 'Roman cremation burials from Great 
Mongeham', Kent Arch. Review, Spring 1986, 69-71. 
csf/cem/l40-190 
amp/cts 

278 Hart, F A, 'Excavation of a Saxon grubenhaus and Roman ditch 
at Kent Road, St. Mary Cray', Arch. Cantinna Vol Cl, 1984, 
187-216. 
exc/rrs/l40-400+/usf 
cts/alhlblglbb l/bb2/had/mca/nvc/oxrlrhnlupc/esx 
A useful & important article dealing with a grubenhaus where 
Saxon and late Roman pottery may have been in use together. 
Also has visual identification of Alice Holt sherds by M Lyne, 
conftrmed by chemical analysis. 

*279 Macpherson-Grant, N C, ed. (with contributions by P Arthur, J 
Bird, B. Dickinson, B R Hartley, K F Hartley, M Redknap, V 
Rigby, V Tatton-Brown, & C J Young), 'The Pottery', in 
Bennett, P, Frere, S S & Stow, S, The Archaeology of 
Canterbury, Vo!. 1: Excavations at Canterbury Castle, 
Canterbury Arch. Trustl Kent Arch. Soc., 1982, 89-168. 
exc/mjc/lst-4th/typ 
sts/cts/ets/ats/ars/blg/bb 1!bb2/had/nvc/osd/oxr/ppr/rhn/nvml 
oxm/clm/mro/trb/mrb/lyc 
A thorough, fundamental report, well illustrated (34 figures of 
drawings), with numerous specialist reports, on a substantial 
quantity of pottery. The discussion tends to be concentrated on 
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the proportions of imported wares. The local wares are presented 
only as a type series, with no quantification: this means that 
despite the detailed descriptions of the illustrated vessels, there 
is no way to judge their relative importance. This problem is 
undoubtedly being rectified by more recent work. 
Location: records in Royal Museum, Canterbury; pottery: un-
known 290 

+280 Monaghan, J, 'Upchurch Fine Ware', London Archaeologist, 
Vol 4, no. 15: 1984, 405-408. 
col!ptpnO-230 
upc/nri/pph 

281 Perkins, D R J & Hawkes, S C, 'The Thanet gas pipeline Phases 
I & IT (Monkton Parish), 1982', Arch. Cantiana Vol Cl, 1984, 
83-114. 
exc/rrsnO-100 291 
bIg 

282 Philp, B, 'Lullingstone - Badger finds Roman burial', Kent Arch. 
Review, Summer 1985, 245-247. 
oth/cem/140-190 
cts 

283 Philp, B & Willson, J, 'Roman site at Scotney Court, Lydd', 
Kent Arch. Review, Autumn 1984, 156-162. 
oth/salt extraction/0-l00 
blg/nri/gro 

284 Willson, J, 'An Iron Age & Roman site at Postling', Kent Arch. 
Review, Winter 1983, 92-95. 292 
oth/frm/40-250 
cts/blg/gro 

*285 Wilson, M, 'The other pottery', in Frere, S S, Stow, S & 
Bennett, P, The Archaeology of Canterbury, Volwne ll: Excava
tions on the Roman and Medieval Defences of Canterbury, 
Canterbury Archaeological Trust/ Kent Arch. Soc., 1982, 129-
141. 
exc/mjc,wlt!lst-4th/usf amp/sts/cts/blg/bbl/bb2/ccc/occ/fcp/grc/ 
grg!1c1!ctm/orc/osd/pph/-rhn/rgh/tng!btb/cta 293 
None of the sites involved produced especially large quantities 
of pottery, and therefore it is a wide-ranging mixture, with 
pre-Roman, Roman, Medieval and post-Medieval all inter
mingled in the report (much as this sort of material was found, 
in later pits). Nevertheless, many of the contexts are fairly 
closely dated, so these are useful finds. 
(A brief samian report on pp 126-128 includes very short reports 
on stamps by B R Hartley, F Oswald & G Simpson). 
Location: records in Royal Museum, Canterbury; pottery: un
known 

Lancashire 
Peter Carrington 

286 Edwards, B J N, 'Finds resulting from Ribchester Sewerage 
Scheme', Lancashire Arch. Bulletin Vol 2 (2), 1976, 34. 
wbf/set!not dated/usf/amp stamped handle 
Location: unknown 

287 Edwards, B J N, 'Ribchester Pottery', Lancashire Arch. Bulletin 
Vol2 (3),1976, (58-59 + figs 9-10),59. 
ctsltsglwbf/set/nex dated!usf/amp 
Only a small sample of pottery published; inadequately 294 
described. 
Location: unknown 

288 Leather, G M, 'Excavations at Low Pleasant, Quernrnore, 1972', 
Contrebis Voll (1), 1973,9-11. 
exc/ptp/80-160!usf 
qrnrn 
'Considerable quantities of pottery debris' found, but only 
stamped mortaria described and illustrated. 
Location: unknown 

289 Simpson, G, 'Ribchester Roman fort: its historical outline sup
plemented by the decorated samian pottery', in Edwards, B J N 

& Webster, P V, eds., Ribchester Excavations, Part I, 1985, 
9-18. 
exc/millnot dated/usf 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
See also entry nos. 290 & 291. 
Location: Ribchester Museum 
Webster, P V (with contributions by K F Hartley), 'Coarse 
pottery from the 1970 excavations', in Edwards, B J N & 
Webster, P V, Ribchester Excavations, Part I, 1985,59-83. 
exc/mil/late 1st-late 4th/seq 
amp/bbl/bb2/ccc/occ/eyk/gry/llm/mhm/mca/nvc/ngp/ngm/mro/ 
osd/rhn/rgh/rst!svv /shglvrm/wht/wpx/wrm/hom? /eym/wpm 
For Ribchester samian, see entry nos. 289 & 291. 
Location: Ribchester Museum 
Wild, F, 'Samian ware from the 1970 excavations', in Edwards, 
B J N & Webster, P V, Ribchester Excavations, Part I, 1985, 
48-58. 
exc/mi1!not dated/usf,seq 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
See also entry nos. 289 & 290. 
Location: Ribchester Museum 

Lancashire: Greater Manchester 
Peter Carrington 
Thompson, F H, 'Pextery', in 'The Roman fort at Castleshaw, 
Yorkshire (W R): Excavations, 1957-64', Lancashire & Cheshire 
Antiq. Soc. Vol 77, 1967, (1-18), 11-12. 
exc/mil!late 1st-early 2nd/ggp 
sts/gry /mr%sd/vrm 

Leicestershire 
Richard Pollard 
MacRobert, E M (with contributions by B M Dickinson, B R 
Hartley & K F Hartley), 'The Roman Pottery', in Buckley, R J 
& Lucas, J N, Leicester Town Defences, Leicestershire Muse
ums, Art Galleries & Records Service, 1987, 65-75. CB M 
Dickinson & B R Hartley, 'The samian', 75-78; K F Hartley, 
'The mortarium stamps', 79). 
exc/wlt,twnl40-400+ 
sts/cts/ets/bbl/bb2/drb/nri/glz.lgrg(1ocal)/had/mca/nvc/nvg/nvr?/ 
oxr/ppr/pff/rgd(grey)/rgh/rst/shglvrr/mhm/oxm/-vrm/wrm/mro/ 
amp/yrp 
Small quantities from five sites situated along the defensive 
circuit. Quantified by sherd count and weight. A handful of 
"seconds" are illustrated amongst total of 58 misc. wares, 9 dec. 
samian sherds, 4 stamped mortaria. 
Location: Leicestershire Museums Service Annexe, 116 
Humberstone Drive, Leicester LE5 ORD, c/o R J Pollard (pottery 
specialist) or R A Rutland (Keeper, Jewry Wall Museum, 
Leicester). 

Lincolnshire 
Maggi Darling 
Darling, M J (with contributions by B Dickinson, B R Hartley, 
K F Hartley & D F Williams), Roman Pottery from the Upper 
Defences, The Archaeology of Lincoln Vol XVI-2, 43-100. 
exc/mil,mjc/40-400+/usf,seq 
amp/sts/cts/ets/bbl/dal/nri/lnd/mca/nvc/rhn/rst!shg!lcn/vrr/nvm/ 
mhm/clm/mro/prs!lyc/stv/lls 
Pottery from sections across defences, Legionary period 
onwards, but bulk from colonia rampart. Fairly large groups of 
late 1st & Antonine period. No 4th C. pottery. Quantified for 
fabrics. Re-assessment of published pextery from Lincoln & 
other sites in microfiche. 
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Location: Trust for Lincolnshire Archaeology (ultimately to go 
to Lincolnshire Museums Service); fiche print-out available from 
Trust 300 

295 Field, N, 'Romano-British pottery kilns in the Trent Valley', 
Lincs. Hist. & Arch. Vol 19, 1984, 100-102. 
exc/ptp/140-190/useful only for details of kiln structures 
grg 
Initial publication of 3 kilns with photographs & description at 
Green Lane, Lea & at Newton-on-Trent(2). No site plans or 
sections. Pottery to follow in work by J Samuels. 
Location: Lincs City & County Museum 

296 Field, N & Hurst, H, 'Roman Homcastle', Lincs. Hist. & Arch. 

297 

Vol 18, 1983,47-88. 
exc,flw,csf/w1t1140-400+/typ 
cts/da1/hcs/oxr/rstlshg!lcn/mhm (stamped ICOTASCUS)/swml 
?scc/swc 
Virtually the only publication of any quantity of pottery from 
Lincs. outside Lincoln - at least instructive for Homcastle. Of 
value for assessment of the spread of Swanpoo1 products. Of 
local concern & hampered by lack of stratified and/or dated 301 
material. 
Location: Lincs City & County Museum 

Norfolk 
Maggi Darling 
Andrews, G (with contributions by J Bird, B Dickinson, K F 
HartIey & J Jefferies), 'The Romano-British pottery from the 302 
1974 & 1977 excavations', in Hinchcliffe, J & Green, C S, 
'Excavations at Brancaster, 1974 & 1977', East Anglian Arch. 
Vo1 23, 1985, (entire volume), 71- 126. 
exc/mil,setl 140-400+ Ityp 
cts/ets/bb1/bb2/clc/dal/had(only 1 vessel)!nvc/nvg/nvs white 
ware/orcl 
ppr(Peacock fab. 3 - not nec. 1 st)/ccc/rhn/occ/oxp/shg/nvrn/oxm 303 
(white & white slipped)/clrnl?lgm/mro/gem/amp (Dr 20, Dr30, 
& 'hollow foot')(!kwwl 
icr/hrm(Ox/Camb potter)(!near Swanpoo1 mort. - atypical fab. 
Settlement related to Saxon Shore fort; started before the fort 
was built. Excavation in area of settlement W. of the fort only. 
Eastern settlement not excavated. NB Pot report completed 
before 1981. 
Location: Norwich Castle Museum (eventually) 

298 Gregory, T, 'The pottery from the kiln', in entry no. 30099, 
44-49. 

299 

exc/ptp/190-3001 lusf 
~ 3~ 
A rubbish deposit of 'wasters' rather than the final load of the 
kiln. Other kilns suspected in the area. Kiln interpreted as having 
2 phases with fire-bars, differing in their method of attachment 
to the wall. No central support found - ?portab1e. Useful as one 
of the few kilns in Norfolk published recently. Includes thin 
section report by D F Williams and a quantitative analysis of the 
forms 
Location: ?Norwich Castle Museum 305 
Johnson, S, 'Burgh Castle, excavations by Charles Green, 1958-
61', East Anglian Arch. Vol 20,1983, (entire volume), 89-104. 
exc/mil!250-400+/typ 
?bbl/had (quantity: nos. 43-84) Invc/orc (nos. 27-42) Ishg/nvml 
oxm/lgm/esm/mek/mrb/heglham 
Mostly 4th C. pottery, with "virtually no sarnian" (none is 
published), and an absence of Rhenish ware, Icenian rusticated 306 
ware, etc. Published as a type series according to source. 
Concordance relates pottery to other finds and site position, 
including coin hoards, mostly Constantinian. Notable hoard of 
glass vessels, dated by Harden to 400-450. A relatively large 
report (251 drawings) showing good range of 4th C. pottery in 

E. Anglia. No quantification, unfortunately. ?No amphorae?? 
Location: Norwich Castle Museum 
Lawson, A J, 'The Romano-British period', in 'The Archaeology 
of Witton, near North Wa1sham, Norfolk', East Anglian Arch. 
Vo118, 1983,44-46. 
flw,minor exc/rrsllst-4th, prob. concentration in 3rdlusf 
amp ?late Roman ril1edlsts/ctslbb1/nvc(!oxr!?esm 
Interesting amphora sherds and little else, except for the inter
pretation of the site. Pottery noted is (a) general comment on 
results of field-walking & (b) residual in early Anglo-Saxon 
features (inc. the late ?5th C. amphora sherds). Only 6 vessels 
illustrated. This paper merges into entry no. 298, so far as the 
kiln is concerned: the kiln structure is described by Lawson and 
the pottery by Gregory. 
Location: Norwich Castle Museum 

Northumberland 
Paul Bidwell 
Allason-Jones, L & Gillam, J P, 'Roman Pottery from Hadrian's 
Wall Turret 27A', Arch. Aeliana Series 5, Vo1 10, 1982, 
199-200. 
exc/millc 122-126/seq 
gry 
From the turret at Chesters demolished following the fort 
decisian. 
Location: Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne 
Dore, J N, 'The pottery', in Haigh, D & Savage, M, 
'Sewingshie1ds', Arch. Aeliana Series 5, Vo112, 1984, (33-147), 
108-124. 
exc/millc 122-4th/seq 
amp/cts/etslbb 1/bb2/dalleyk/gry Imro 
Pottery from Milecastle 35, mostly late 3rd & 4th century. 
Location: Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne 
Gillam, J P, Jobey, I & Ramsey, F, 'The pottery', in Charlton, 
B & Mitcheson, M, 'The Roman Cemetery at Petty Knowes, 
Rochester, Northumberland', Arch. Aeliana Series 5, Vo1 12, 
1984, (1-31), 22-28. 
exc/mi1,cem/early 2nd -early 4th/usf 
bb1/bb2/gry/nvc/rgh 
Includes complete vessels. 
Location: Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne 

Oxfordshire 
Sarah Green 
Brown, L & Leggett, E, 'The Roman Pottery', in Rahtz, S & 
Rowley, T, Middleton Stoney, Oxford University Dept. of Exter
nal Studies, 1984, 76-91. 
exc/set/1st-4th 
sts/cts/bb 1/clc/nvc/nfc/oxm/oxp/orc/oxd/shg 
A good effort at producing a useful & comprehensible report 
from training excavation material. 
Location: Oxford County Museum, Woodstock 
Green, L S, 'The Roman Pottery Manufacturing Site at Between 
Towns Road, Cow1ey, Oxford', Oxoniensia No. 48, 1983, 1-11. 
slr/ptp/2nd; 3rd-4th 
lcg/oxm/oxp/orc 
A very nice 2nd C. group of stamped mortaria. 
Location: Oxfordshire Arch. Unit (L S Green); Oxford County 
Museum, Wood stock 
Hughes, J, 'The Roman Pottery', in Rahtz, S & Foreman, M, 
'Excavations at Facanda Chicken Farm, near Alchester, 1983', 
Oxoniensia No. 49, 1984, (23-46), 31-34. 
exclfls/mainly 2nd 
amp/tsglbb11lcg/oxd/shg 
First attempt at a pot report. 
Location: Oxford County Museum, Woodstock 
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3CJ7 Miles, D, Hofdahl, D & Moore, J, 'The Pottery', in Miles, D, 
ed., Archaeology at Barton Court Farm, Abingdon, Oxfordshire 
Arch. Unit! CBA Research Report 50, 1986, microfiche, Chapter 
5. 

exc/rrs/40-400t 
cts/alh/gro/nvc/rhn/nrilarl 
A pottery report of limited use: lack of up-to-date information 
and a vagueness in attributions. 

exc/vil/1st-4th/ggp 318 Rudkin, D J, 'Excavations at the Roman Palace, Fishbourne, 
1983', Sussex Arch. Collections Vol 123, 1985,257-259. 
exc/palace/40-70 

amp/sts/cts/ets/alh/bbl/bb2!1cg/nvc/nfc/oxm/oxp/orc/oxd/shgl 
vrm-
Gives broad percentages of fabric types which are useful for 
comparative .purposes. 
Location: Oxford County Museum, Woodstock 

arrlsts/trb 
319 Rudling, D, 'Recent archaeological research at Selmeston, East 

Sussex', Sussex Arch. Collections Vol 123, 1985, (1-25),14. 
exc/rrs/l40-190 

Shropshire 320 
cts/gro/oxr/pev 
Rudling, D, 'Excavations on the site of the Southwick Roman 
Villa, 1965 & 1981', Sussex Arch. Collections Vol 123, 1985, 

308 
Peter Carrington 
Darling, M J, 'Pottery from early military sites in western 
Britain', in Dore, J & Greene, K T, eds., Roman POllery Studies 
in Britain and Beyond, BAR. International Series 30, 1977, 
57-100. 
syn/mil/Neronian/typ 
grc/grf/osc/osf 
illustration and discussion, passim of military wares from 
Wroxeter fortress . 

309 Hartley, B R, 'Samian ware found in 1960', in entry no. 314. 

73-84. 
exc/vil/40-400+ 
sts/cts/bb I/gro/nvc/nfc/vrm 
Of limited use being mainly a catalogue of surviving sherds from 
an old excavation. 

Surrey 
Malcolm Lyne 

exc/mi1/late 1st-early 3rd 321 Lyne, M, 'The pottery', in Hawkins, Nancy, 'Excavation of a 
Romano- British and later site at Black Close, Mayford, 
Woking', Surrey Arch. Collections Vol 76, 1985, 69-76. 
exc/rrs/40-140 

sts/cts/tsg 
310 Hartley, K F, 'Mortaria', in entry no. 314. 

exc/rnil!1ate 1st-mid 2nd/usf 
mro/oxm/vrm 
Stamps of DOCIllS I 

311 Houghton, A W J, 'A Roman tilery and brickfield at Ismore 
Coppice, Wroxeter', Trans. Shropshire Arch. Soc. Vol 57, 
1961-64,7-12. 

alh/nri 

Tyne and Wear 
Paul Bidwell 

exc/ptp!2nd 322 Bennett, J, 'The pottery', in 'The Examination of Turret lOA 
and the Wall and Vallum at Throckley, Tyne and Wear, 1980', 
Arch. Aeliana Series 5, Vol 11, 1983, (27-60), 49-51. 

312 

bbl/gry/mro/ogr/osd 
Production was of tiles: pottery was used, but not made, at the 
site. 
Houghton, A W J, 'A Roman pottery factory near Wroxeter, 
Salop', Trans . Shropshire Arch. Soc. Vol57, 1961-64, 101-111. 
exc/ptpl '4th '/typ 

exc/mil/c 122-200/seq 
amp/tsg/bbl/bb2/gry/lnd 
Sealed and unstartified pottery from Turret lOA. 
Location: Museum of Antiquities, Newcastle upon Tyne 

cts/mvs/ets/bbllocc/mhm/nvc/osd/svv/wht 323 Dore, J N (with a note on the potters' stamps by B Dickinson), 
'The samian' & 'The coarseware', in Miket, R, The Roman Fort 
at South Shields : Excavations of the Defences, 1977-81, 1983, 
53-107. 

313 

314 

Colour-coated ware supposedly made at kiln needs re-examining. 
Houghton, A W J, 'A water cistern at Viroconium (Wroxeter)', 
Trans. Shropshire Arch. Soc. Vol 58, 1965-68, 19-26. 
---/wltllate 3rd-early 4th/usf 
amp/cts/gry/mca/nvc/osdlrhn/svv 
Walker, I, 'Coarse pottery', in 'ExcavatiOirat the Roman fort at 
Walltown farm, Shropshire, 1960-1961', Trans. Shropshire Arch. 
Soc. Vol 58, (8-18), 16. 
exc/mil/---/usf 
gry/mro/ogr/osd/nrilwht 

315 Webster, G & Daniels, C, ' A street section at Wroxeter in 1962', 
Trans. Shropshire Arch. Soc. Vol59, 1969-74, 15-23. 
exc/wltllate Ist-?mid 3rd/ggp 

316 

sts/cts/bb I/gry Imhm/mca/mro/osd/svv Iwh t!mlv 
Location: ?Site museum 

Sussex 
Malcolm Lyne 
Bedwin, 0 & Orton, C, 'The excavation of the eastern terminal 
of the Devil's Ditch (Chichester Dykes), Boxgrove, West Sussex, 
1982', Sussex Arch. Collections Vol 122, 1984,63-74. 
exc/rrs/40-70 
amp/sts/tng/trb/nrilrwc 

exc/mil/early 2nd-4th/usf,seq 
amp/sts/cts/ets/bbl/bb2/clm/dalleyk/gry/mro/ppr/pph/shg 
The usefulness of this report was marred by editorial and 
production difficulties which led to some important material 
being omitted. Stratigraphical sequence was apparently 
misunderstood, and is undergoing review in the course of further 
excavations. 
Location: Roman Fort Museum, South Shields 

Wiltshire 
Sarah Green 

324 Fowler, P J & Walters, B, Archaeology & the M4 Motorway 
1969-71 (Tormarten, County of Avon, to Comin Street, 
Berkshire), Wiltshire Arch. Magazine Vol 74n5, 1979/1980 
(published 1981),69-133. 
Location: "Currently divided between the Society's museum at 
Devizes and the Swindon Museum of Thamesdown District 
Council, except for a small amount in the private Castle Farm 
Museum, Marshfield". It is hoped all will go to Devizes. 
For site/pottery details, see entry nos. 324-330. 

Drawings in microfiche. 325 'Site 5: Brotton Hill Wood, Burton, Wilts', in entry no. 256, 
73-75. 317 Holmes, J, 'The pottery', in Holden, E W, 'A Roman site at 

Polhills farm, Arlington, 1969', Sussex Arch. Collections Vol 
123, 1985, 85-93. 

sir (surface material)/set (ditch section)/second half of 1st-late 
4th 
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cts/ets/bb l/gry /oxd/orc 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

326 'Site 17: Hook, Lydiard Tregoze', in entry no. 323, 90. 337 
sIr/RB well; fannstead/1 st -4th 
tsg/bb1/oxr/oxm/svr/sww 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

327 'Site 20: Nightingale Fann, Swindon', in entry no. 323, 90. 
sIrl?setl2nd 
lcl 
For other details see entry no. 323. 338 

328 'Site 21: Badbury, Chiseldon', in entry no. 323, 91-110. 
sIr/viI/mid 1 st-4th 
bb 1/bb2/oxrn/orc/oxd/svr 
Representative sample of pottery from 350 years of occupation. 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

329 'Site 22: Medboume Lane, Chiseldon', in entry no. 323, 
110-111. 339 
sIr/unk/lst-4th 
bb1 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

330 'Site 27: Medboume, Liddington', in entry no. 323, 115-119. 
sIr/RB occupation/1st-2nd 
grf/nwl/svr 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

331 'Site 33: Finches Fann, Baydon', in entry no. 323, 125-128. 340 
sIr/set (EIA-RB)/mid 1st-4th 
orc 
For other details see entry no. 323. 

332 Hostetter, E & Howe, T N, 'Preliminary Report on Excavations 
of the Late Roman Villa at Castle Copse, Great Bedwyn', 
Wiltshire Arch. & Nat. Hist. Magazine Vol 80, 1986, 97-102. 
exc/vil/l st-4th 
Preliminary report; no details on the pottery. 
Location: Devizes Museum 

Scotland 
Colin Wallace 

333 Anderson, A, 'Coarse wares' (Kinneil), in Keppie, L I F & 
Walker, I I, 'Fortlets on the Antonine Wall at Seabegs Wood, 
Kinneil & Cleddans', Britannia XlI, 1981, (143-162), 152-154. 
exc/miI/c 142-165 
amp/bb1/bb2/grc/rgh/wht ') 
Interior of site not examined at the t~ but the report is 
forthcoming on further excavations 

341 

Location: Falkirk Museum 342 
334 Anderson, A, 'Roman pottery', in Keppie, L J F & Murray, J 

F, 'A Roman hypocaust building at Falkirk', Proc. Soc. Antiq. 
Scot. Vol Ill, 1982, (248-262), 256. 
exc/unk/c 142-165 
amp/cts/bbl/occ/grc/svv 
Close to possible Antonine Wall fort site. 
Location: Fancirk Museum 

335 Darling, M J (with contributions by K F Hartley & D F 343 
Williams), 'The other Roman pottery', in Pitts, L F & St. Joseph, 
J K, Inchtuthil: the Roman Legionary Fortress, Excavations 
1952-65, Britannia Monograph Series 6, 1985, 323-339. 
exc,chrn/miI/c 83-87 lusf 
amp/gry/mcafngrn/osd/pprlvrrn!1oxllommgm 
No context details given. 
Location: not known 344 

336 Gillam, J p, 'The coarse pottery', in Richmond, I A (Hanson, 
W S, ed.) 'A Roman fort at Inveresk, Midlothian', Proc. Soc . 
Antiq. Scot. Vol 110, 1981, (286-304),300-302. 
exc/rnil/c 142-165 
bb1/bb2/gryflrnhm/osd/rgh/ivk/nern 
1980 revision of late 1940's report. Full publication of Inveresk 

Ware forthcoming in PSAS. 
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland, Edinburgh 
Hanson, W S, 'Pottery' (Wilderness West), in Hanson, W S & 
Maxwell, G S 'Minor enclosures on the Antonine Wall at 
Wilderness Plantation', Britannia XIV, 1983, (227-243),235. 
exc/miI/c 142-165 
bb1/bb2/gry 
The site had a short life-span within the above date-range. 
Location: Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow 
Hanson, W S & Simpson, G, 'Coarse pottery/samian', in 
Hanson, W S, 'Inveresk Roman Fort: Trial Trenching', Proc. 
Soc. Antiq. Scot. Vol 114, 1985, (251-259), 257-258. 
exc/rnil/c 142-165 
amp/cts/mvs/bb1/bb2fldrb/mr%sd/rgh 
Small scale excavations. 
Location: not known 
Hartley, B R, 'The samian ware', in Pitts, L F & St. Joseph, J 
K,lnchtuthil: the Roman Legionary Fortress, Excavations 1952-
65, Britannia Monograph Series 6, 1985,315-322. 
exc/rnil/c 83-87/usf 
sts 
The site's short life lends importance to the small quantity of 
samian. 
Location: not known 
Hartley, B R & Dickinson, B M, 'Samian ware', in MacIvor, I, 
Thomas, M C & Breeze, D J, 'Excavations on the Antonine 
Wall fort of Rough Castle, Stirling shire, 1957-61', Proc. Soc. 
Antiq. Scot. Vol 110, 1981, (230- 285), 243-247. 
exc,col/mil/c 142-165/usf 
sts/cts/mvs/ets 
The best Antonine Wall fort publication to date. Includes sarnian 
from earlier excavations. See also entry nos. 341 & 344. 
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland (earlier material) 
not known (1957-61 material) 
Hartley, K F, 'Mortaria', in MacIvor, I, Thomas, M C & Breeze, 
D J, 'Excavations on the Antonine Wall fort of Rough Castle, 
Stirlingshire, 1957-61', Proc. Soc. An/iq. Scol . Vol 110, 1981, 
(230-285), 257-268. 
exc,col/mil/c 142-165/usf 
clrn!11rn (S. Carlton)/rnhm/cbrnlevrn/scrn/rsm 
The best Antonine Wall fort publication to date. Colchester 
products dominate; includes mortaria from earlier excavtions. 
See also entry nos. 340 & 344. 
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland (earlier material) 
not known (1957-61 material) 
Marsh, G & Anderson, A, 'Samian ware! coarse wares' (Seabegs 
Wood), in Keppie, L J F & Walker, J J, 'Fortlets on the Antonine 
Wall at Seabegs Wood, Kinneil & Cleddans', Britannia XlI, 
1981, (143-162), 147/148-149. 
exc/rnil/c 142-165 
amp/cts/bb1/bb2/clrn/gry/rnhm/mro/nem 
Interio~ of site not examined. 
Location: Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow 
Simpson, G, 'The decorated samian pottery', in Richmond, I A 
(Hanson, W S, ed.), 'A Roman fort at Inveresk, Midlothian', 
Proc. Soc. Anliq. SCOI. Vol110, 1981, (286-304), 302-303. 
exc/rnil/c 142-165 
cts 
1980 revision of earlier report. 
Location: lost 
Thomas, M C (with a contribution by D F Williams), 'Coarse 
pottery', in Maclvor, I, Thomas, M C & Breeze, D J, 'Excava
tions on the Antonine Wall fort of Rough Castle, Stirling shire, 
1957-61', Proc. Soc. Antiq. Scol. Vol 110, 1981, (230-285), 
247-257,268. 
exc,col,chm/miI/c 142-165/usf 
arnp/bb 1 /bb2/gry Igrf/osd/pph/rgh/svv Iwht 
Best Antonine Wall fort publication to date. BB wares sourced 
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by heavy mineral analysis. Pottery from earlier excavations 
included. See also entry nos. 340 & 341. 
Location: Royal Museum of Scotland (earlier material) 
not known (1957-61 material) 
Webster, P V (with contributions by B Dickinson, K F Hartley, 
L J F Keppie & M Thompson), 'The Roman pottery', in Keppie, 
L J F, 'Excavation of a Roman bathhouse at Bothwellhaugh, 
1975-76', Glasgow Arch. J. Vo1 8,1981, (46-94), 80-93. 
exc/miJJc 142-165 
amp/sts/cts/mvs/bb1/bb2/clrn/gry/rnhm/nvc/wxrn/scm/nern/wprnl 
osdlrgh/svv 
Stratified material from fort's extramural bath house. 
Location: Hunterian Museum, University of Glasgow 

North Wales: Clwyd 
Peter Carrington 
Greene, K T, 'Legionary pottery and the significance of Holt' , 
in Dore, J & Greene, KT, Roman Pottery Studies in Britain and 
Beyond, BAR. International Series 30, 1977, 113-132. 
syn/kln/c 100/typ 
ars/occ/osflhcclhgz/hoxlhwe/wgg 
Emphasizes E. Mediterranean origin of 'legionary' fine ware 
forms. 
Location: Holt pottery published by Grirnes now in National 
Museum of Wales, Cardiff 
Grirnes, W F, Holt, Denbighshire: the works-depot of the 
Twentieth Legion at Castle Lyons, Y Cyrnmrodor 41 , 1930, x, 
& 235. 
exc/kln/late 1 st -? 4th/usf/ts g/? ars/bb 1/ gry Imhm/mro 
rhn/rgh/rst/vrmlhoxlhcclhrndlhgz/hwelhom 
Still a fundamental work for the study of military pottery, but 
the collection would benefit from re-study and re-publication to 
modern standards. Pottery production probably Trajanic -
?Hadrianic. All typologically later vessels probably imported to 
site. Tile manufacture possibly continued into mid 3rd C. Date 
of abandonment of site uncertain. For partial reassessments see 
entry nos . 346 & 164 CV Swan) passim. 
Location: National Museum of Wales, Cardiff; material collected 
during 1960's & 1970's in course of fieldwalking by the late 
Mr G Bevan of Wrexham now in Grosvenor Museum, Chester 

North Wales: Gwynedd 
Peter Carrington 
Casey, P, 'The coarse pottery' , in ' Excavations outside the 
North-east gate of Segontium, 1971 ' , Arch. Cambrensis Vo1 
123, 1974, (54-77),67-69. 
exc/mi1/late 1st-late 4thlggp 
bb1/0cc/gry/mro/oxm/rghlshg 
Danoer, A M, 'Roman site: Brithdir (SH 77251881)" in 'Recent 
archaeological finds in the Do1gellau area', Merioneth Hist . & 
Record Soc. Vo1 5, 1965-68, (356-362), 359-362. 
slr/mi1/late 1st-early 2nd; late 2nd/usf 
amp/sts/cts/bb1/gry/mro 
Only a selection of the pottery published in detail. 
Greene, KT, 'The samian pottery', in entry no. 348, 62-67. 
exc/mil/60-200 
sts/cts/mvs 
Jarrett, M G, 'Pottery' , in Hogg, A H A, 'Cefn Graeanog: a 
native site of the Roman period', Trans. Caernarvonshire Hist. 
Soc. Vo129, 1968, (8-20), 16-17. 
exc/rur/mid2nd-?4th 
tsg/bb1/gry/ogr 

South Wales: Glamorgan 

Peter Webster 
352 Hartley, K F, 'The mortaria', in Evans, E, Dowdell, G & 

Thomas, H J, 'A Third-century Maritime Establishment at Cold 
Knap, Barry, South Glamorgan', Britannia 16, 1985, (57-125), 
103-106. 
exc/poss. an official building/2nd-4th 
mhm/oxm 
See entry no. 352. 
Location: National Museum of Wales, Cardiff 

353 Webster, P V, 'The coarse pottery', in Evans, E, Dowdell, G & 
Thomas, H J, 'A Third-century Maritime Establishment at Cold 
Knap, Barry, South Glamorgan', Britannia 16, 1985, (57-125), 
96-105. 
exc/poss. an official building/2nd-4th 
bb1/crl!lcg/orclshg 
An anomalous building, possibly unfinished, with an unusually 
restricted pottery sequence. The report includes sections on 
mortaria (see entry no. 352) and tiles. 
Location: National Museum of Wales, Cardiff 

Cheshire, Lancashire, Shropshire, Clwyd & 
Gwyedd (some general publications) 
Peter Carrington 

354 Arthur, P, 'The lead glazed wares of Roman Britain' in Arthur 
P & Marsh, G, eds., Early Fine Wares in Roman Bri;ain, BAR: 
British Series 57, 1978,293-356. 
syn, chm/---/mid 1 st -earl y2ndltyp 
glz/hgz 
Examples at Whitchurch and Chester of the 'South-East English' 
group (pp 298-308) and discussion of Holt products (pp 334-
338). 

355 Bulrner, M, 'An introduction to Roman samian ware with special 
reference to collections in Chester and the North-West' Journal 
of the Chester Arch. Soc. Vol 62, 5-72, 1979. ' 
syn/---
arrlsts/cts/mvs/ets/ats/ars/ccc 
A detailed beginner's guide, illustrated entirely by Chester finds . 

356 Carrington, P, 'Current research in Romano-British coarse pot
tery', Cheshire Arch. Bull. Vo14, 1976,40. 
synlmil,m j c/---
tsg/bb1lhox 
Preliminary survey of research potential of Chester pottery, 
especially that from Northgate Brewery 1974/5 excavations. 

357 Marsh, G, 'Early second century fine wares in the London area', 
in Arthur, P & Marsh, G, eds., Early Fine Wares in Roman 
Britain, BAR. British Series 57, 1978, 119-224. 
synlmjc/---/typ 
occ/glz!lnd/mrb/mca/osf/wgg 
Scope much wider than indicated by title: draws many parallels 
with the products of 'legionary' potteries, including Holt. 

358 Marsh, G, 'London's samian supply and its relationship to the 
development of the Gallic samian industry', in Anderson, A C 
& A S, eds., Roman Pottery Research in Britain and North-West 
Europe, BAR. International Series 123, 1981, i, 173-238. 
synlmjc/---/seq 
tsg 
Scope much wider than indicated by title: reviews samian 
supply, inler alia, to Chester (190-205 passim). 

359 Simpson, G, 'Caerleon and the Roman forts in Wales in the 
Second Century AD: Part I - Caerleon and Northern Wales', 
Arch. Cambrensis Vol111, 1962, 103-166. 
synlmil/2ndlusf 
sts/cts/ets/bb1 Igry/mro/osdl?rhn/rghlwht 
Reassesses the chronology of Caernarvon, Caerleon, Bryn y 
Gefeiliau, Tomen y Mur, Caer Gai, Caersws and Forden Gaer 
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on coin & pottery evidence. Some pottery is published here in 
detail for the first time. 
Webster, P V, 'Romano-British coarse pottery in the North
West', in Higham N J, ed., The Changing Past: SO/1'le Recent 
Work in the Archaeology of Northern England, 1979, 15-20. 
syn/variousllate lst-4th/seq 
amp/tsglbb l/ccc/eyk/mhm/nvc/orc/osdlrhn/svv Iwpm/wpx 
Brief review of pottery production and supply in Cheshire & 
Lancashire. 

Channel Islands 
Jason Monaghan 
Bums, R B & A G, 'Gallo-Roman finds from Guernsey and 
Herm', Trans. of the Socii/et GUiirnesiaise, XXI Part V, 1985, 
652-666. 
csf/unk/l st-4th 
amp/mro/tng/orc 
Summary of various small excavations and fieldwalking to date. 
See also pages 720-722. 
Keen, R, 'A Review of Roman material from the sea off 
Guernsey 1860-1980', in Johnson, P, The Archaeology of the 
Channel Islands, Chichester, 1986, 138-141. 
csf/trd/50-300 
amp/mro 

National journals, books and other items 
R P Symonds, (* )Colin Wallace, (+ )Jason Monaghan & 

(e)Catriona Turner. See also entry nos. 177, 179, 180, 
182,189 & 190 (all Arch. Journal) and nos. 158 

(repeated between 220 and 221) 221, 224, 333, 337, 342, 

352 & 353 (all Britannia). There are also numerous 

papers or pottery reports in books or collected papers 

which are related to a specific county, and have therefore 

been entered above or below this section. 
Arthur, P, 'Roman Amphorae from Canterbury', Britannia xvn, 
1986, 239-258. 
exc/m jc/l st -4th/usf 
amp 
It is not made clear why this report appears in Britannia rather 
than as part of one of the series of recent publications by the 
Canterbury Archaeological Trust, since its 'emphasis is to report 
specifically on the types found at Canteq,ury, rather than to 
provide a general guide to these types/ such as Peacock & 
Williams (entry no. 368), and P R Sealey (entry no. 235) have 
done more recently. The main objective appears to have been 
to demonstrate the wide range of amphorae received by the town, 
and the not inconsiderable expertise of the author to identify all 
of them. This approach might have been rather more justifiable 
if the report contained a little more general discussion of the 
implications of the material, such as quantitative comparisons 
of amphoras present in similar conurbations of the Roman 
period, which could have been used to show the relative 
importance of the amphorae to the sites where they were found. 
Going, C J, The Mansio and other sites in the south-eastern 
sector of Caesaromagus: the Roman Pottery, Chelmsford 
Archaeological Trust Report 3.2, CBA Research Report 62, 
1987. 
exc,syn/mjc,kln,ptp/60-400/ggp,usf,typ 
amp/ach/asg/ass/sts/mvs/ccc/clcllyc/egg/nvc/owc/orc/mrb/rhnl 
mca-/glz/ 
bbllbb2/grf/grc/gro/clglharlhgg/nfg/nkg/retlcts/ets/ats/shg/sxsl 
ltp/ggm/glmlktm 
Ibuf/clb/oxw/wcs/nvs/oxp/osf/osclhawlhaxllshlalhlhadllndllrhl 
meklngp/stv/vrf/vrr/wse 
Location: Chelmsford & Essex Museum 

Location: Chelmsford & Essex Museum 
The first-ever substantial publication of Roman pottery from 
excavations in central Essex, this is an important contribution 
toward archaeological work on sites of the Roman period 
throughout the county, and throughout southeastern England. 
Although this is pottery wholly divorced from the sites and 
contexts where it was found, and the arrangement of the type 
series, by vessel types (such as 'platters; dishes', 'bowls', etc.) 
is not especially convenient for the reader wishing to know about 
particular wares, this is otherwise a highly useful, well-presented 
volume. It reports on a surprisingly wide range of material - the 
fabrics list above is one of the largest so far in this Bibliography. 
There are significant sections on stratified groups, and on kiln 
material from Moulsham Street, Chelmsford, from Inworth and 
from Rettendon, and there is a substantial final chapter on 
'Chelmsford pottery supply and use, AD 60-400', which is a 
useful synthesis. 

*365 Hobley, B, Roman and Saxon London: a Reappraisal, Museum 
of London Annual Archaeology Lecture, 1986. 
oth/---
Contains the D.U.A. bibliography 1974-1985, giving details of 
published pottery reports, Level III reports, archive reports, and 
published research, compiled by T Dyson & P Tyers. 

366 Leech, R, 'The pottery', in 'The Excavation of a Romano-Celtic 
Temple and a Later Cemetery on Lamyatt Beacon, Somerset', 
Britannia xvn, (259- 328), 284-293. 
exc/rel,cem/mainly 3rd-4th/usf 
tsglbbllocc/gry/nfr/oxr/oxm/rhn/shgl 'storage jar '/flg 
While the total amount of pottery is not large, it has interesting 
proportions of fine wares which undoubtedly reflect the curious 
nature of the site. 

+367 Monaghan, J, 'Modelling Variations in Ceramic Fabric Descrip
tions: Some Theoretical Considerations Based on a Roman 
Example', Bull. Inst . Arch. 22, 1985, 119-123. 

368 

syn 
bb2 
Peacock, D P S & Williams, D F, Amphorae and the Roman 
Economy, London, 1986. 
syn/---/pre-Roman - 7th-8th/typ 
amp 
There can be little doubt that this is the fundamental volume 
which has been long hoped for by all serious students of Roman 
pottery, who have stuggled until now to understand both their 
intractable amphora sherds and the many disparate (mostly 
foreign) publications on amphorae. The book is divided into two 
parts: 'Roman amphora studies: a review', and 'A guide to the 
identification of the more common Roman amphorae'. The latter 
part is exceptionally clear and useful, giving each amphora-type 
a 'class number', but also noting all its previous designations, 
along with its distinctive features, origin, occurrence, principal 
content, date range and fabric. It is to be hoped that the Peacock 
& Williams 'class numbers' will become common currency 
among pottery researchers. The only drawbacks of the book are 
the small scale of the drawings (all are at 1: 10), and its relatively 
high price. 

-369 Sealey, P R & Davies, G M R, 'Falemian Wine at Roman 
Colchester', note in Britannia XV, 1984,250-254. 
exc,collmjc,wlt!c 43-150/usf 
amp 
A note on a red painted inscription, FAL LOLL, on a Dr 2-4 
amphora found in Insula XVIll in 1935 (presumably un
stratified). Although this inscription has been published in 
previous reports this erudite paper realises the significance of 
the fmd in two respects. Firstly, it offers evidence that one of 
the most famous Italian wines was consumed at Colchester and 
secondly, it is the only example with 'unequivocal epigraphic 
evidence for Falemian wine in the northern provinces. The paper 
contains an informative account of the Falernian wine industry 
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and useful discussion on the dating of Dr 2-4 amphorae. 
Location: Colchester & Essex Museum, Acc. No. Colem 
1939.301 

370 Welsby, D A, 'Pottery Production at Eskdale in the Second 
Century', Britannia XVI, 1985, 127-140. 
exc/ptp/early-mid 2nd/typ 
bbln local fabrics!lom 
A report of considerable importance not only for its type series 
of wares associated with kilns in close proximity to Hadrian's 
Wall, but also for its useful discussion of the present state of 
understanding of pottery production along the western end of the 
wall in the Hadrianic and Antonine periods. 

Foreign publications 
R P Symonds, (* )Malcolm Lyne, & (+)R P Symonds & 
PR Sealey 

371 Bemont, C, 'Fabrications de vases a parois fines a La 
Graufesenque', Rei Cretariae Romanae FauJores, Acta XXII 
XXII, 1982,7-15. 
exc/ptp/Neronian/typ (of decorative styles) 
pff 
A short but useful paper on South Gaulish colour-coated ware 
made at La Graufesenque, and found in the large pit (La Fosse 
Malaval) excavated in 1978. This supplements the chapter on 
these wares by Kevin Greene (Pre-Flavian Fine Wares from 
Usk, 1979) by showing the variety of patterns which may occur 
in the moulded decorations. 
Location: Musee de Millau / Centre de Fouilles, La 
Graufesenque 

372 Bemont, C, Duval, A, Gautier, J & Lahanier, Ch, 'Lezoux, La 375 
Graufesenque et le potier a la rosette', Gallia XL, 239-255. 
syn,chm/ptp!late 1 st- early 2nd 
sts!cts/ts g 
A relatively short but detailed analysis of the complicated 
transition between South and Central Gaulish manufacturing of 
mould-decorated goblets, supplemented by a useful programme 
of chemical analysis. 

373 Bemont, C & Gautier, J, 'Manipulations ou forgeries? Apropos 
de quelques poin~ons-matrices', Rechercpes gallo-romaines I, 
Laboratoire de Recherche des Musees de ~rance, Editions de la 
Reunion des musees nationaux, 1985, 183-nV 
syn,col! ---/mostly 2nd 
tsg 
This is a short but quite remarkable report on a group of 376 
figure-types (i.e. the punches on _which the potters carved figures, 
which were then impressed into the moulds used to make 
decorated samian ware) which were subjected to analysis by 
thermoluminescence. The majority of the samples involved were 
derived from various collections conserved in the Museum of 
National Antiquities at SI. Germain-en-Laye, the Louvre 
Museum and the National Museum of Ceramics at Sevres. 377 
Although the analysis was initially prompted by suspicions about 
the relationships between figure-types, moulds and samian ves-
sels all apparently made by the same potters, it was nevertheless 
a somewhat shocking surprise to find that roughly half the 
40-odd samples were modern fakes. Most of the offending 
samples entered the museums from private collections (without 
known or verifiable archaeological origins) between roughly the 378 
1780's (the time of the first major discoveries at Lezoux) and 
the 1890's. With their authenticity now properly established, the 
remaining other half of the samples analysed will become doubly 
important for the study of decorated samian! Available from 
Oxbow Books. 

374 Bemont, C & Jacob, J-P, (editors), La terre sigillie gallo
romaine, Documents d 'Archeologie Fram;aise, Paris, 1986. 
syn/ ---/1 st -4th/typ 
sts/cts/mvs/ets/ats/tsg, etc. 

An important synthesis of what is known about the production 
of terra sigillata since Oswald & Pryce, this is a compilation 
of more than forty authors, most of whom are the excavators at 
one or more samian production centre. The quality of the entries 
is somewhat variable, although this is often merely a reflection 
of the quality of the archaeological investigation which has taken 
place at particular sites. The production centres are grouped into 
regions, each with a general introduction, and within each group 
each production centre is described according to a uniform 
system, including what is known about the site and its products, 
where the pottery can be seen, and a local bibliography. This 
book does not, however, make Oswald & Pryce redundant, as it 
lacks an overall view of the chronological evolution of particular 
form types: it is clear that in the 65 years since 0 & P there has 
been a great deal of investigation of the kiln sites, but the most 
specific dating is still to be found at distant sites in Britain, 
Germany and elsewhere. There is also a list of potters' stamps 
for sites within France, as an appendix, but while this identifies 
the stamps with particular workshops, there is no attempt to date 
individual stamps or potters: this is all the more unfortunate 
because the general trend of most of the recent workshop 
excavations has been to extend the periods of production, beyond 
the previously accepted main floruits. To give but two examples, 
it is now understood that at La Graufesenque there were roughly 
six distinguishable periods of samian production between c 20 
AD and c 120 AD; pottery-making at Les Martres-de-Veyre is 
now attested from the beginning of the 1st century AD to the 
end of the second; but the presentation of forms, decorations and 
stamps makes no chronological distinctions. Available from 
CID, 131 Boulevard Saint-Michel, 75005 Paris. 
Bittner, F-K (with introduction & conclusion by I Huld-Zetsche), 
'Zur Fortsetzung der Diskussion um die Chronologie der 
Rheinzabemer Relieftopfer', Bayerische Vorgeschichtsbliiller 51, 
1986,233-259 & Tabellen 7-12. 
syn/---/150-275 
tsg/ets(Rheinzabern) 
A very detailed paper on the dating of potters' stamps and the 
corresponding figure-types and ovolos (where relevant) from 
Rheinzabem. There are no illustrations of sherds or vessels, but 
there are numerous tables and lists, which show the dating 
evidence for each known potter, and make statistical compari
sons between the potters' decorative techniques. Much new 
evidence from recent excavations, both at Rheinzabem itself (see 
also entry no. 385) and elsewhere is included. 
Greene, K T, 'Terra Sigillata: Imitations and Alternatives', Rei 
Cretariae Romanae FauJores, Acta XXI!XXII, 1982,71-78. 
syn/ ---/1 st-4th 
tsg 
A short paper on the relationships between fluctuations in 
quantities of samian and imitative wares at various dates with 
economic fluctuations in the Roman economy. 
Greene, K T, 'Pots, People, and Probability: A spatial analysis 
of pottery in the Neronian legionary fortress at Usk, Gwent', Rei 
Cretariae Romanae FauJores, Acta XXIII/XXIV, 1984, 117-122. 
syn,exc/mil/pre-Flavian 

A short paper on the merits of computerisation for processing 
large quantities of pottery. 
Hoffmann, B & Juranek, H, 'Bestiitigung der Zusammerlhiinge 
von La Graufesenque und Lezoux durch chemische und 
topferisch!technische Analyse des Abdrucks eines Bildstempels', 
Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXI/XXII, 1982, 79-87. 
exc,chm/ptp/lst-3rd 
tsg/sts/cts/ets 
A figure-stamp (poin~on/punch) which was discovered at La 
Graufesenque in 1972 was found to be identical to a figure found 
on a Lezoux -made vessel; that the latter vessel was not actually 
South Gaulish is demonstrated by chemical analysis. Similarly, 
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a figure-stamp found at Rheinzabern is demonstrated by chem
ical analysis to have been made at Lezoux. 

379 Huld-Zetsche, I, Der romische Fasanenkrug aus Mainz, 
Archiiologische Berichte aus Rheinhessen und dem Kreis Bad 
Kreuznach, Band 2, Mainz, 1984. 
col/---/Hadrianic 
occ 
A pamphlet on 'A Roman pheasant-flagon from Mainz', the 
vessel itself being illustrated in full colour on the front cover, 
as well as in two further plates. The vessel is a globular, very 
narrow-necked flagon in a relatively coarse red colour-coated 
fabric, with two broad bands of cream slip separated by a floral 
pattern, with red painted decoration, in -cluding three pheasants. 
There is also interesting discussion, lavishly illustrated, of other 
similarly decorated pottery vessels and wall- plaster. Available 
from the Museum fiir Vor-und Friihgeschichte, 
Holzhausenschlosschen, Frankfurt-am-Main. 

380 Jacob, J-P & Leredde, H, 'Un aspect de l'organisation des centres 
de production cerarniques: le my the du "cartel"', Rei Cretariae 
Romanae Fautores, Acta XXI/XXII, 1982,89-94. 
syn/ptp, etc./---

A paper on the organisation of pottery production centres, 
suggesting that even at the largest known centre, La 
Graufesenque, there was little structure or hierarchy, but rather 
production was achieved by a collection of independent artisanal 
units, which shared only the kilns, which may also have had 
wholly independent owners. 

381 Joubeaux, H, 'Ceramique, verrerie, figurines', in Plan son, E, 
Brenot, 0, Deyts, S, Joubeaux, H. Lejeune, M & Poulain, Th, 
La Necropole Gallo-romaine des Bolards, Nuits-Sainl-Georges, 
Editions du CNRS, Paris, 1982,43-101. 
exc/cem/1 st-4th/usf 
sts/ccc/occ/glzlgrc/osc/tng/trb 
A detailed and well illustrated (13 fi&,Ures of pot drawings) 
report on the pottery from a predominantlY'-2nd-3rd C. cemetery. 
Particularly important for the colour-coated wares present, 
including 'hairpin' beakers and various types of folded beakers. 

382 King, A, 'The decline of Central Gaulish sigillata manufacture 
in the early third century', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, 
Acta XXIlI/XXIV, 1984,51-59. 
syn/---!2nd-3rd 

"A brief resume of part of the author's PhD thesis", this is a 
short but controversial paper which is bound to have long -tenn 
repercussions, particularly among samian specialists. In essence, 
Dr King suggests that the accepted dating of c AD 197 for the 
end of samian production in Central Gaul, based principally on 
the samian at Corbridge, is perhaps on archaeological and 
historical grounds as much as 20 or 30 years too early, and at 
the same time it was more likely that the demise of Central 
Gaulish production was caused more by economic factors than 
by political events. Mention is also made of the problem of the 
possibly long period of circulation of some coins and samian, 
which may intefere with accurate dating. 

+383 Laubenheimer, F, La production des amphores en Gaule 
Narbonnaise, Centre de Recherches d'Histoire Ancienne, Vol 
66, 1985. 
exc,chm,syn/mjc,kln,ptp/1st BC-3rd AD/typ 
amp 
This important book tackles in comprehensive fashion the 
amphoras made in southern France in the Roman empire. There 
is a summary of earlier work on these amphoras; an exhaustive 
catalogue, illustrated with numerous iocation maps, of the known 
ateliers where they were produced; a lengthy discussion of their 
typology; a study of the geographic distribution and the chro
nology of the production of the fonns, aided by a substantial 
programme of neutron activiation analysis; a study of the trade 

of the amphoras and their contents; and a catalogue of stamps 
and painted inscriptions. The established nomenclature for Dres
sel-Pascual 1 and Dresse1 2-4 amphoras is retained, and the 
remaining fonns are divided into eight groups, Gauloise fonns 
1 and 3-9 (Gauloise 2 has been left vacant). These are Peacock 
& Williams (entry no. 368) Classes 6, 10 & 27-31, plus some 
relatively subtle variations. Apart from the first two, these are 
all flat-bottomed amphoras. 
Location: various 

384 Leredde, H & Jacob, J-P, 'Aspects methodologiques pour l'etude 
statistique infonnatisee de la sigilee', Rei Cretariae Romanae 
Fautores, Acta XXI!XXII, 1982,95-104. 
syn/---/---
tsg 
A short paper on the uses of infonnation technology (com
puterised data processing) for the study of samian, in particular 
stamps and figure-types. 

385 Reutti, F, 'Tonverarbeitende Industrie im r6mischen 
Rheinzabern: Vorbericht tar die Grabungen der Jahre 1978-
1981', Germania 61,1983,33-69. 
exc,synlkln,ptp/end 1st-4th 
tsg/ets(Rheinzabem) 
This publication of recent excavations at Rheinzabern is particu
larly important for the overall view it gives of numerous 
substantial kilns of both round and square shapes all found in a 
relatively confined area. Along with plans and sections, there is 
a list of potters' stamps from these excavations (see also entry 
no. 375), and discussion of other activities at the site, such as 
tile manufacture (including stamped tiles). 

386 Santrot, M-H & J, & Lahanier, Ch, 'Ceramiques communes et 
Semi-fines en Saintonge et en Bordelais: etude de caracterisation 
et contribution a l'analyse d'un systeme ceramique regional', 
Recherches gallo- romaines T, Laboratoire de Recherche des 
Musees de France, Editions de la Reunion des musees nationaux, 
220-426. 
syn,chm/---/mainly 1st 
occ/mca/mro/ppr 
A lengthy and mainly scientific study of the products, both fine 
and coarse, of a group of workshops just north of Bordeaux, as 
well as the pottery imported into the region. This is among the 
most thorough reports yet published on the application of 
chemical analysis, in this case X-ray fluorescence analysis, to 
the study of Roman pottery. The pottery types could well include 
some which are found in small quantities in Britain; the analysis 
is discussed in detail and illustrated by many diagrams and 
tables, and clearly a good effort has been made to relate the 
infonnation derived from the analysis back to the pottery from 
which the samples were taken. Available through Oxbow Books. 
See also the review by D P S Peacock in Britannia 18. 

*387 Schindler-Kaudelka, E, 'Terra Sigillata aus Rom. Die Sammlung 
Oleott', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXIII/XXIV, 
1984, 13-36. 
col/---/lst C. BC 
arr 
A study, with lengthy lists as well as ten pages of figures, of the 
Arretine stamps in the Oleott Collection. 
Location: World Heritage Museum, University of Illinois at 
Urbana; Columbia University, New York; American Academy 
at Rome; and the University of Vennont 

388 Senechal, R, La Ceramique Commune d'Alhia, Universite de 
Dijon, Faculte des Sciences Humaines/ Soc. des Sciences Hist. 
et Nat. de Semur-en-Auxois, Dijon, 1985. 
exc,collmjc/1 st -4th/typ 
tsg (?local coarse versions)/grc/osc/ppr/nri 
The third volume in a series on pottery from Alesia, following 
earlier volumes on metallic fine wares (1972) and on flagons/ 
jugs (1975). Like the earlier volumes, this is mainly a type series 
with descriptions of the vessels and their fabrics, with some 
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389 

fairly vague, sometimes dubious dating (few vessels are from 
well-dated deposits), and wholly lacking in quantitative analysis. 
There is also no discussion of the sources of the vessels, although 
it is obvious that some at least are not local products (no 
substantial pottery production has yet been identified near 
Alesia). 
Simpson, G, 'Early South-Gaulish Dr. 29 in East Anglia', Rei 
Cretariae Romanae Fautores, Acta XXI!XXll, 1982, 17-20. 
excl?mil,twn/Claudianlusf 
sts 
A short note on 11 sherds of pre-Boudiccan South Gaulish 
mould-decorated samian from sites in Norfolk and Suffolk. 
These may be used to suggest earlier military occupation, 
particulaly at Caistor-by-Norwich, than was realised when the 
sherds from there were excavated (1929). 

390 Van der Leeuw, S E & Pritchard, A C, eds., The Many 
Dimensions of Pottery, Ceramics in Archaeology and Anthropol
ogy, papers presented to a symposium at Lhee, province of 
Drenthe, Holland, March 14th-20th, 1982, Amsterdam, 1984. 
syn/---/---

A collection of papers by ceramicists of many nationalities with 
a strongly socio-anthropological bias, but for all that full of 
wonderfully quotable stuff. Viz.: "There are no few 
archaeologists who have apparently sold their birthright for a 
mess of pottery ..... " (E A Hooton, 1937), and: "I would rather 
model harmonica holders than discuss Aztec anthropology" (B 
Dylan, 1973) - both from p 529. All the discussions following 
the presentations of the papers were taped and the transcripts are 
included in the publication (which makes for a fairly thick book 
- 797 pages). It does include some useful thoughts on the nature 
of pottery. 

391 Vanvinckenroye, W, De Romeinse--!:::i;}west-Begraafplaats van 
Tongeren, Provinciaal Gallo-Romeins Museum, Tongeren, 1984. 
exc/cem!2nd-4th/usf 
ats/occ/rhnlmek 
This follows the tradition of useful late Roman and Merovingian 
cemetery publications from the Lower Rhineland, best ex
emplified by the series of volumes on the cemeteries at Krefeld
Gellep by Dr Renate Pirling. The report on the excavations of 
the southwest Roman cemetery at Tongres is divided into two 
volumes. The first contains descriptions of the 289 graves and 
their contents, and a general study of the grave contents -
principally later Roman pottery and glass - and the second 
volume is devoted to plans of selected graves showing the 
locations of the finds, and illustrations of the finds, grave by 
grave. The pottery contains an interesting range of fine and 
coarse wares, including late samian (Argonne-type), late Trier 
fme wares and Eifelkeramik. Available through Oxbow Books. 

392 Vernhet, A, 'Un four de la Graufesenque (Aveyron): La cuisson 
des vases sigilles', Gallia XXXIX, 25-43. 
exc/ptp,kln/Domitian-Trajanltyp 
sts (including some stamps) 
The most definitive publication so far of probably the largest 
and most prolific kiln of the Roman period so far excavated. It 
is estimated to have been capable of firing between 10,000 and 
40,000 vessels per fortnight, both on the grounds of the size of 
the kiln and as a result of the study of graffiti inscriptions found 
on plates associated with the kiln. Pits containing commensurate 
numbers of wasters were found nearby. The paper is illustrated 
by photographs and a plan of the kiln itself, a hypothetical 
reconstruction of the superstructure when fully loaded, with a 
type series of the principal plain ware forms found in the kiln 
dump as well as the stamps found on them and two associated 
mould-decorated vessels, and a type series of the variety of 
associated kiln furniture. There is also an interesting discussion 
of the wood-gathering operations in the forests surrounding 

Millau, which would have been essential for the maintenance 
of pottery production on such a scale. 

*393 Will, E L, 'Ahnlichkeiten zwischen Stempeln auf Amphoren und 
auf arretinischen Gefiissen', Rei Cretariae Romanae Fautores, 
Acta XXllI/XXIV, 1984,9-11. 
col/---/2nd-lst C. BC 
amp/arr 
'Similarities between stamps on amphoras and stamps on arretine 
ware'. A brief paper on some relationships in nomenclature. 
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Abbreviations clo Other Colchester 
cls Colchester samian 

Subject matter: crb Carinated beakers 

dun Scientific analysis crc Caerleon cc 

exc Excavation crl Caerleon 

slr Salvage recording cta Carrot amphorae 

col Collection ctm Canterbury mortaria 

flw Fieldwalking cts Central Gaulish TS 

syn Synthesis dal Dales 

csf Casual finds drb Derbyshire 

oth Other drc Derby Race Course 

wbf Watching brief egg Eggshell 
emb East Midlands burnish 

Site type: esh Early Roman shell-tempered 

cem Burial/Cemetery esm East Anglian/Essex/Suffolk mortaria 

kin Kiln esx Early Saxon 

rdd Road ets East Gaulish TS 

trd trade evrn Eden Valley mortaria 

csp Cess pit ewm Early wall-sided rnortaria 

mil Military eyk East Yorks 

reI Religious eym East Yorks mortaria 

twn Town fcp Face pots 

fls Field system flg Flint-gritted 

mjc Major civilian gbm Gallia Belgica mortaria 

rrs Rural Settlement gbr Gabbroic 

unk Unknown gem Grey East Anglian rnortaria 

frm Farms gft Graffiti 

opp Oppidum ggm Grey-green mortaria 

rur Rural gIb Glastonbury-type 

vil Villa glm Gaulish mortaria 

ind Industry glz Glazed 

ptp Pot production grc Coarse grey 

set Settlement grf Fine grey 

wIt Walled town grg Gritty grey 
gro Grog 

Qualifications: gry Grey 

ggp Good groups had Hadham 

seq Sequence ham Hadham mortaria 

typ Type series har Hadham reduced 

usf Useful Finds hax Hadham oxidised 
haw Hadham white slipped 

Wares/Types: hcc Holt cc 

ach Chalk-type amphorae hcs Huntcliffe shelly 

alh Alice Holt heb Herts buff 

amp Amphora heg Herts/Herts-Essex grey 

aom Central France/ Aoste mortaria hft Hofheim-type flagons 

arl 4rlington hgg Highgate grey 

arr Arretine hgz HOlt glazed 

ars African red slip hmd Holt mica-dusted 

asg South Gallic amphorae hom Holt mortaria 

ass South Spanish amphorae hox Holt oxidised 

ats Argonne hpb Cent Gaul hairpin beakers 

bbl BBI hrm Harston mortaria (Oxford/Cambs potter) 

bb2 BB2 hwe Holt white eggshell 

bIg Belgic-type icr Icenian rusticated 

blk Black ware ira Iron Age 

brn Brown ware ivk Inveresk 

bsg Bourne shell grit kin Kiln 

btb Butt beakers ktm Kent mortaria 

buf Buff ware kww Cologne white ware 

cbm Corbridge mortaria lcg Local grey 

ccc Central Gaulish cc lcl Local 

cgg Central Gaulish glazed lcrn Little Chester mortaria 

clb Colchester buff/white lcn Lincoln 

clc Colchester cc 19m Lower German mortaria 
c1g Colchester grey llm Lincoln mortaria 
clm Colchester mortaria lls Lincoln slipped 
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lnd London-type 
lng Longthorpe 
lnm Lower Nene Valley mortaria 
lom Local mortaria 
lox Local oxidised 
lrh Lower Rhineland 
Ish Late Roman shell-tempered 
ltp Lime-tempered 
lwm Late wall-sided mortaria 
lyc Lyon cc 
mca Mica-dusted/giltlcoated 
mek MayenlEifelkeramik 
mem MayenlEifel mortaria 
mhm MancetterIHarts mort aria 
mlv Malvernian hand-made 
mrb Marbled/eponge 
mro Other mortaria 
mvs Martres de Veyre TS 
ncg 'Native' coarse grog 
nem North West England mortaria 
nfc New Forest cc 
nfg New Forest grey 
nfm New Forest mortaria 
nfr New Forest 
ngm Northeast Gaulish mortaria 
ngp North Gaulish 
nkg North Kent grey 
nri TN/TR imitation 
nvc Nene Valley cc 
nvg Nene Valley grey 
nvm Nene Valley mortaria 
nvr Nene Valley roughcast 
nvs Nene Valley self-coloured 
nwl North Wilts 
nwm Northwich mortaria 
nwx Northwich oxidised J obb Other burnished 
occ Other colour-coated 
ogr Other gritted 
orc Oxford redlbrown cc 
osc Coarse oxidised 
osd Oxidised 
osf Fine oxidised 
owc Oxford white cc 
oxm Oxford mortaria 
oxp Oxford parchment 
oxr Oxford 
oxw Oxford white 
pev Pevensey 
pff Pre-Flavian fine ware 
pph Poppy-head 

Index of wares/types 
Amphora (amp) 169, 172, 174, 189, 193, 195, 196, 202, 204, 211, 

214, 217, 218, 219, 222, 231, 235, 237, 238, 239, 240, 250, 252, 
259, 266, 270, 271, 277, 285, 286, 290, 293, 294, 297, 300, 302, 
306, 307, 313, 316, 322, 323, 333, 334, 335,338,342, 344, 345, 
349,360,361,362,363,364,368,369,383,393 

Carrot amphorae (cta) 285 
Chalk-type amphorae (ach) 364 
South Gallic amphorae (asg) 364 
South Spanish amphorae (ass) 364 
Arretine (arr) 174,227,261,262,318,355,387,393 

ppr Pompeian red 
prs Parisian 
qmm Quemmore mortaria 
rbm Richborough mortaria 
red Red ware 
ret Rettendon 
rgd Ring and dot 
rgh Roughcast 
rlm Rhenish 
mf Ring-necked flagons 
rsm Rossington Bridge mortaria 
rst Rusticated 
rsx Romano-Saxon 
rwc Rowlands Castle 
scc Swanpool cc 
sem Scotland mortaria 
sem South East England mortaria 
sft Silchester flint -tempered 
shg Shell etc gritted 
sts South Gaulish TS 
sty Stamped vessels 
svr Savemake 
svv Severn Valley 
swc Swanpool coarse 
swm Swanpool mortaria 
swp Swanpool 
swem South Western mortaria 
sww Swindon 
sxs South Essex shelly 
syk South YOlks 
tng Terra nigra 
trb Terra rubra 
tit Trent 
tsg Samian 
unm Upper Nene Valley mortaria 
upc Upchurch 
vrf Verulamium region fine 
vrm Verulamium region mortaria 
vrr Verulamium region 
wcs White/cream slipped 
wgg White eggshell 
wht White ware 
wIg North Wilts/South Gloucs 
wpc Wilderspool cc 
wpm Wilderspool mortaria 
wpx Wilderspool oxidised 
wrm Wilderspool 'raetian' mortaria 
wse West StowlNorth East Essex/London 
wsx White-slipped oxidised 
wxm Wroxeter mortaria 
yrp York red paint 

South Gaulish TS (sts) 172, 173, 174, 190, 194, 195, 196,202,203, 
208, 212, 214, 216, 222, 223, 225, 227, 233, 242, 244, 246, 248, 
254,255, 261,264, 279, 285, 289, 291, 292, 293, 294, 300,304, 
307,309,315,316,318,320,323,339,340,345,349,350,355, 
359,370,374,378, 381,389, 392 

Martres de Veyre TS (mvs) 174, 190, 202, 222, 225, 246, 248, 254, 
261,264, 289,291, 312,338, 341, 345, 350, 355, 374 

Central Gaulish TS (cts) 167,172,173,174, 176, 190, 196,202,208, 
211, 213, 214, 216, 222, 223, 225, 227, 233, 243, 244, 245, 246, 
248, 254, 255, 256, 261, 264, 276, 277, 278, 279, 282, 284, 285, 
289,291, 293, 294, 296, 297, 300, 302, 304, 307, 309, 312, 313, 
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315,317, 319, 320, 323, 325,334,336, 338, 340, 342, 343, 345, 
349, 350, 355, 359, 372, 374, 378 

East Gaulish TS (ets) 196, 208, 222, 223, 225, 233, 248, 254, 264, 
279, 289, 291, 293, 294, 297, 302, 307, 312, 323, 325, 340, 355, 
359, 374, 375(Rheinz), 378, 385(Rheinz) 

Argonne (ats) 223, 279, 355, 374, 391 
Colchester samian (cls) 222, 234, 236 
Samian (tsg) 168, 169, 171, 175, 183, 187, 192, 198, 206, 218, 219, 

233, 239, 306, 309, 322, 326, 347, 351, 356, 359, 360, 366, 372, 
373,374,375,376,378,384,385,388 

Caerleon cc (ere) ---
Central Gaulish cc (ccc) 196, 208,222,229, 250,252,285,290,297, 

355,360, 364,381 
Central Gaulish hairpin beakers (hpb) 250 
Colchester cc (de) 222, 225, 234, 250, 252, 259, 298, 304, 364 
Cologne white ware (kww) 174 
Holt cc (hcc) 346, 347 
Lyon cc (lye) 229, 279, 364 
Nene Valley cc (nvc) 169, 174, 184, 188, 196, 198, 208, 210, 216, 

221, 222, 223, 224, 225, 241, 242, 250, 252, 259, 278, 279, 290, 
293, 294, 297, 299, 300, 303, 304, 307, 312, 313, 317, 320, 345, 
360, 364 

New Forest cc (nfc) 169, 174,304,307,320 
Oxford white cc (owe) ?196, 1208, 224, 242, 364 
Oxford red/brown cc (ore) 174, 196, 208, 222, 223, 224, 239, 241, 

242, 243, 250, 259, 261, 285, 297, 299, 304, 305, 307, 325, 328, 
331, 353, 364 

Pre-Flavian fine ware (pff) 196,208,229,250,259,263,293,371 
Holt white eggshell (hwe) 346, 347 
White eggshell (wgg) 346, 357 
Eggshell (egg) 229, 364 
Marbled/eponge (mrb) 279,299,357 
Rhenish (rhn) 169, 174, 196, 198,208,222,225,250,252,259,278, 

279,285,290,294,297, 313, ~17, 347, ?359, 360, 364,366,391 
Nene Valley roughcast (nvr)~ 
Roughcast (rgh) 169, 174, 182, 196, 208, 210, 212, 223, 250, 252, 

259, 268, 285, 290, 293, 303, 333, 336, 338, 344, 345, 347, 348, 
359 

Swanpool cc (sce) 1295 
Wilderspool cc (wpc) 181 
Other colour-coated (occ) 174, 196, 223, 239, 243, 244, 245, 250, 

252, 259, 268, 285, 290, 297,312, 334, 346,348,357, 366, 379, 
381, 386, 391 

Holt mica-dusted (hmd) 183, 195, 196, 208,347 
Mica-dustlgiltlcoat (mea) 174, 223, 229, 250, 252, 259, 266, 267, 

274,275,278,290,293,294,313,315,335,357,364,386 
Holt glazed (hgz) 346, 347, 354 
Central Gaulish glazed (egg) 250, 259 
Glazed (glz) 170,252, 259,268, 279,293,354, 357,364,381 

Belgic-type (bIg) 171, 202, 223, 242, 250, 252, 259, 266, 276, 278, 
279, 281, 283, 284, 285 

Iron Age (ira) 222, 223, 225, 242 
Terra nigra (tng) 174, 196, 207, 208, 225, 230, 250, 266, 272, 273, 

285,316,361,381 
Terra rubra (trb) 174,230,266,272,273,279,316,318,381 
TN/TR imitation (nri) 196,207, 208, 229, 230, 268, 280, 283, 293, 

294,314,316,317,321,388 
Butt beakers (btb) 250,252,265, 285 
Carinated beakers (crb) 250 
Poppy-head beakers (Pph) 174, 233, 250, 252, 259, 268, 280, 285, 

323,344 
Ring and dot beakers (rgd) 250, 259, 293(grey) , 
BBl (bbl) 167, 168, 169, 170, 171, 174, 183, 187, 189, 196, 198, 

208, 210, 211, 212, 214, 216,217, 218, 219,240,242, 243, 244, 
245, 250, 252, 259, 278, 279, 285, 290, 293, 294, 297, 1299, 300, 
302,303,304,306,307,311,312,315,320,322,323,325,326, 

328, 329, 333, 334, 336, 337, 338, 342, 344, 345, 347, 348, 349, 
351,353,356,359,360,364,366,370 

BB2 (bb2) 233, 228(-type?), 240, 250, 252, 259, 266, 278, 279, 285, 
290, 293, 297, 302, 303, 307, 322, 323, 328, 333, 336, 337, 338, 
342,344,345,364,367 

East Midlands burnish (emb) ---
Other burnished (obb) 223,250,252,259 
Fine grey (grf) 169, 196, 208, 158*, 223, 233, 239, 250, 252, 259, 

279,308,330,344,364 
Coarse grey (grc) 169, 196, 208, 223, 225, 229, 233, 239, 240, 250, 

252,259,266,268,269,279,285,308,333,334,364,381,388 
Gritty grey (grg) 174, 225, 229, 250, 252, 259, 266, 269, 285, 

293(local), 295 
Grog (gro) 174, 223, 229, 242, 266, 268, 269, 283, 284, 317, 319, 

320, 364 
'Native' coarse grog (ncg) 229 
Grey (gry) 178, 186, 189, 195, 197, 201, 202, 210, 211, 212, 214, 

217, 
218, 219, 158*, 229, 239, 240, 242, 290, 292, 299(Essex-Herts), 
301,302,303,311,313, 

314, 315, 322, 323, 325, 335, 336, 337, 342, 344, 345, 347, 348, 
349, 351, 359, 366 

HertsIHerts-Essex grey (heg) 223, 299 
Local grey (leg) 169, 220, 222, 223, 224, 229, 233, 237(?BB2-type), 

241,243,244,245,298,305,306,307,353 
Colchester grey (dg) 364 
Nene Valley grey (nvg) 293, 297 
Icenian rusticated (icr) 297 
Rusticated (rst) 211,250,290,293,294, 296,347 
Hadharn reduced (har) 222, 223, 224, 234, 364 
Highgate grey (hgg) 364 
New Forest grey (nfg) 364 
North Kent grey (nkg) 364 
Rettendon (ret) 364 
Bourne shell grit (bsg) 
Early Roman shell-temp (esh) 222,225 
Late Roman shell-temp (lsh) 222,224,241 
Shell etc gritted (shg) 168, 169, 223, 242, 245, 250, 259, 266, 290, 

293,294,296,297,299,304,306,307,323,348,353,364,366 
South Essex shelly (sxs) 364 
Lime-tempered (ltp) 364 
Silchester flint-temp (sft) 174 
Flint-gritted (fig) 174, 366 
Other gritted (ogr) 311,314,351 
Black ware (blk) ---
Brown ware (brn) 250 
Canterbury rnortaria (ctm) 285 
Colchester mortaria (elm) 222, 228, 234, 239, 240, 250, 252, 259, 

265,279,294,297,323,341,342,345 
Corbridge rnortaria (cbrn) 341 
Eden Valley rnortaria (evrn) 341 
Early wall-sided rnortaria (ewm) 250, 252 
Late wall-sided mortaria (lwm) 250,252 
East AnglianlEssex/Suffolk rnortaria (esm) 222, 299, ?300 
Grey E Anglian mortaria (gem) 297 
East Yorks mortaria (eym) 290 
Gallia Belgica mortaria (gbm) 228 
Grey-green rnortaria (ggm) 364 
Gaulish mortaria (glm) 233, 265,269, 364 
Central France Aoste rnortaria (aorn) 228 
Hadham mortaria (ham) 222, 299 
Harston mortaria (Oxford/Cambs potter) (hrm) 297 

Holt mortaria (horn) 195, 196,208, 1290, 347 
kent rnortaria (ktm) 250, 364 
Lincoln rnortaria (llm) 290, 341 (S Carlton) 
Little Chester rnortaria (lcm) 
Local mortaria (lorn) 335 
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Lower German mortaria (lgm) 228, 232, ?233, 257, 259, ?297, 299, 
7335 

Lower Nene Valley mortaria (lnm) 222, 259 
Mancetter/Harts mortaria (mhm) 180, 188, 196, 198, 208, 217, 225, 

245,250,259,265,290,293,294,296,312,315,7336,341,342, 
345, 347, 352, 360 

Mayen/Eifel mortaria (mem) 228 
Nene Valley mortaria (nvrn) 225, 250, 252, 259, 279, 294, 297, 299 
New Forest mortaria (nfm) 169 
Northeast Gaulish mortaria (ngm) 196,202,208,290,335 
North West England mortaria (nem) 336, 342, 345 
Northwich mortaria (nwm) 179 
Oxford mortaria (oxm) 169, 174, 196, 208, 210, 222, 223, 225, 233, 

241, 245, 250, 252, 259, 279, 293, 297, 299, 304, 305, 307, 310, 
326,328,348,354,366 

Quernmore mortaria (qrnm) 288 
Richborough mortaria (rbm) 265 
Rossington Bridge mortaria (rsm) 341 
Scotland mortaria (sem) 341,345 
South East England mortaria (sem) 228 
Swanpoo1 mortaria (swm) 296 
Upper Nene Valley mortaria (unrn) 
Verulamium region mortaria (vrm) 180, 196,208,225,228,233,249, 

250,252,257,259,265,290,292,293,307,310,320,335,347 
Wilderspool mortaria (wpm) ?l80, 182,290,345,360 
Wilderspool 'raetian' mortaria (wrm) 290,293 
Wroxeter mortaria (wxm) 345 
Other mortaria (mro) 180, 195, 196, 200, 208, 212, 214, 216, 217, 

218, 219, 222, 228, 259, 265, 279, 290, 292, 293, 294, 297, 302, 
310,311,314,315,323,338,347,348,349,359,361,362,386 

Buff ware (buf) 250,252, 259,364 
Hofheim-type flagons (hft) 250 
Ring-necked flagons (mf) 250 
Colchester buff/white (db) 158*, 239, ?250, 364 
Hens buff (heb) 223 \ ) 
Nene Valley self-coloured (nVs) 296,364 
Red ware (red) 250, 252, 259 
Oxford parchment (r:>'lp) 223,242,297,304,305,307,364 
Oxford white (oxw) 364 
White ware (wht) 189, 196, 208, 222, 223, 229, 250, 252, 259, 290, 

312,314,315,333,344,359 
Face pots (fcp) 158*,223,250,259,285 
Fine oxidised (osf) 158*, 223, 229, 269, 308, 346, 357, 364 
Coarse oxidised (osc) 223, 229, 239, 266, 268, 269, 308, 364, 380, 

388 
Hadham oxidised (hax) 158*,222,223,224,225,234,364 
Holt oxidised (hox) 195, 196,202,208, ?209, 346, 347, 356 
Local oxidised (lox) 335, 336 
Northwich oxidised (nwx) 179,7189 
Wilderspoo1 oxidised (wpx) 182, 196,208,290, 360 
White-slipped (wsx) 229 
Hadham white slipped (haw) 364 
White/cream slipped (wcs) 364 
Oxidised (osd) 174, 7185, 189, 192, 195, 196, 197, ?201, 205, 208, 

223,225,229,266,279,285,290,292,311.312,313,314,315, 

335,336,338,345,359,360 
Alice Holt (alh) 174,278,307,317,321,364 
African red slip (ars) 279, 346, 7347, 355 
Arlington (arl) 317 
Caerleon (crl) 353 
Other Colchester (do) 158*, 222 
Dales (dal) 210, 294,296, 297,302,323 
Derbyshire (drb) 293,7338 
Derby Race Course (drc) ---
East Yorks (eyk) 210,215,216,290, 302,323, 360 
Early Saxon (esx) 278 
Gabbroic (gbr) ---
Glastonbury-type (gIb) ---
Graffiti (gft) 250, 259 
Hadham (had) 241, 278, 279, 293, 297, 299, 364 
Huntdiffe shelly (hcs) 296 
Inveresk (ivk) 336 
Lincoln (lcn) 294,296 
Lincoln slipped (lls) 294 
Local (Id) 169,242,250,252,285,327 
London-type (Ind) 174, 223,233, 250,252, 259,294, 322, 357, 364 
Longthorpe (lng) ---
Lower Rhineland (lrh) 222, 229, 364 
Malvemian hand-made (mlv) 243,317 
Mayen/Eifelkeramik (mek) 222, 224, 364, 391 
New Forest (nfr) 169, 365 
North Gaulish (ngp) 174,290,364 
North Wilts (nw1) 242, 330 
Oxford (oxr) 168,169, 171,225,278,279,293,296,7300,319,326, 

366 
Parisian (prs) 294 
Pevensey (pev) 319 
Pornpeian red (ppr) 174,230,239,250,279,293,297,323,335,386, 

388 
Romano-Saxon (rsx) 222 
Rowlands Castle (rwc) 316 
Savemake (svr) 169, 242, 326, 329, 330 
Severn Valley (svv) 169, 171, 7188, 189, 196, 198, 199, 202, 211, 

218,242,243,244,245,290,312,313,315,334,344,345,360 
South YOlks (syk) ---
Stamped vessels (stv) 294 
Swanpoo1 (swp) ---
Swanpool coarse (swc) 296 
Swindon (sww) 326 
Trent (trt) ---
Upchurch (upc) 278, 280 
Verulamium region fine (vrf) 364 
Verulamium region (vrr) 7189, 196, 197, 208, 228, 250, 252, 259, 

293, 294, 364 
North Wilts/South Gloucs (wIg) ---
West StowlNorth East EssexlLondon (wse) 222, 250, 364 
York red paint (yrp) 293 
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